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SPORTS: Marshall Teams Sweep Murray High Friday
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Education Commissioner Gene
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other
and
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WiLhoit said KDE officials feel comDepartment of Education officials are
using non-resident enrollment
fortable
digesting enrollment figures and other
five years. The
relative information as it comes from numbers for the past
local districts to
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for
waiting
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state
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figures.
those
on
off
sign
Murray Independent Schools fates a
"We have not made a determination
fine for misreporting non-resident
how much the fine will be or how far
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enrollment for at least six .year
of those things are
akerage daily attendance contracts with baik it will go. Both
said. "I am
Wilhoit
table."
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alloway County 'School

trying to apply a fairness principle. We
have not given any specifics.
"We don't really have a number, you
can assure people of that."
Murray has appealed Calloway
County Schools' decision not to .enter
into an agreement to release funds for
students living in the county school district but attending city schools. Wilhoit
said he hopes to rule by March 4. Either
board may then appeal his ruling to the
Kentucky Board of Education.
An investigation by. Murray board

ws have not made a determination of how much the
fine will be or how far back it will go. Both of those
things are still on the table.
— Gene Wilhoit
Kantilay Daparhamt d Fascation Commissioner
attorney Chip Adams revealed 478 of
the 911 Calloway residents who are
attending city schools were not includ-

ed in the 2004-05 contract.' For at least
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Ky. Senate
OKs limit
on cold
medicine
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Seeking to curtail the spread of
methampherAiine, Kentucky's
Senate voted Friday to put limits
on the sale of cold medicine
commonly used in making the
illicit drug.
The bill, which passed 34-0,
would limit people to buying no
more than three packages of
medicine containing pseudoephedrine at one time, and no
more than 9 grams per month, or
about a dozen'boxes of tablets.
Pseudoephedrine is a- deconges- tant found in drugs such as
Sudafed.
If the bill becomes law, people buying such medicine would
have to show a governmentissued phgto identification and
at the store. Retailers
sign
to restrict access by
e
woul
puttin uch medicine behind a
counter or in a case.
A similar law passed last year
in Oklahoma saw meth lab
seizures fall more than 80 percent. In Washington, a dozen

III See Page 2A
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Renovations at Murray State
Uniyersity's Waterfield Library
will soon include a place for parents, teachers, librarians and the
public to preview new yet unreleased books for children and
young adults before they hit the
libraries or book stores.
Children's
Racer
The
Materials Preview center, tentatively scheduled to be ready to
open at the Waterfield this summer, will provide copies of most
elementary and secondary level
books for youth from many of
the nation's top publishers.
Associate Director Chrissy
Booth of the University
Libraries Office of pevelopment
provide
pvide
said the new center
an impbrtant infonriStional and
educatioal resource to MurrayCalloway Coi1nty and estern
Kentucky in the area of children's literature.
"The Childrens Materials
Preview Center will be basically
a home for the preview of materials from just about all of the
major childrens publishers." she
said. "The purpose is to provide
a way for parents and librarians
and school teachers to take a
look at the majority — not all,
because nobody can ever get
all — but a majority of the
them
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books to be published."
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'Sweetheart of a Deal' offered to CCMS students, parents
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Calloway County Middle
School parents will have a
chance to take advantage of one
"Sweetheart of a Deal" Monday
night. Along with a free dinner
and dessert, both catered those
parents will also be able to
obtain.valuable information that
can be used to help them both
better understand the issues their
children face today, along with
give them active roles in their
kids'writing projects.
As an added incentive, the
first 100 students who are
accompanied by their parents
will receive free admission to
the Red. White and Pink Dance
that will be happening at the
same time.
"We always want our parents
to have an opportunity to get
into the school building. but for
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'Death of a Salesman' playwright dies
ROXBURY. Conn. (AP) —
Arthur Miller, the Pulitzer Prizewinning playwright whose most
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Sunday chance
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famous fictional creation, Willy
Loman in "Death of a
Salesman," came to symbolize
the American Dream gone awry,
has died. He was 89.
Miller, who had been hailed
as America's greatest living
playwright. died Thursday night
at his home in Roxbury of heart
failure, his assistant, Julia Bolus,
said Friday. His family was at

•CCMS
From Front
rewards students for their efforts
both academically, as well as
behaviorally.
In fact, a Laker Pride Card is
a requirement for students to be
admitted to functions, though
that is being lifted for Monday
as students that have not been
issued cards as of yet will still be
able to pay their way into the
dance if their parents tke part in
the sessions.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees nominating committee will meet at 3 p.m. Monday
at the hospital to review
names of board member candidates
• The, Murray Planning
*Commission will meet at 5
.p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
agenda includes items about
Saratoga Springs, which is
being developed on Wiswell
Road, and a public hearing for
a rezoning request at 411 N.
10th St.
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in regular session Tuesday at 7 p.m.
at the Weaks Community
Center. The agenda includes
a report on litigation between
the Community Foundation
and fiscal court.
II The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda include'
a public hearing to review the
conditSnal use permit for four,
non-related people living in a
single-family residential zone
at 803 N. 17th St. as well as
several dimensional variance
requests for property on
Chestnut Street.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

his bedside, she said.
His plays, with their strong
emphasis on family, morality
and personal responsibility,
spoke to the growing fragmentation of American society.
"A lot of my work goes.to the
center of where we belong — if
there is any root to life —
because nowadays the family is
broken up, and people don't live
in the same place for very long,"
Miller said in a 1988 interview.
"Dislocation, maybe, is part
of our uneasiness. It implants
the feeling that nothing is really
permanent."

III Cold.
From Front
Republican and Democratic senators are pushing for federal legislation to put such cold medicines behind the counter.
Kentucky Sen. Tom Jensen,
R-London, said the bill wouldn't
eradicate the highly addictive
drug, but would restrict access
to an ingredient seemingly common in any meth recipe. Jensen
called the spread of meth "a
plague creeping across America,
particularly this state."
"So what this law is designed
to do is hamper and put some
roadblocks in the way of these
manufacturers that are destroying our children," he said.
The measure, backed by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher, now goes to the
House.,
It also seeks to strengthen the
hand of prosecutors in pursuing
meth convictions.
Under the bill, someone
caught with at least tWo ingredients or two pieces of equipment
needed to make meth could be
convicted of manufacturing
meth if they intended to make
the drug.
That section is a response to a
Kentucky Supreme Court ruling
that said a meth suspect must be
caught with all the ingredients,
not just some, because of the
way Kentucky law is worded.
Some prosecutors have said the
ruling has hampered their ability
to win meth-related convictions.
'George Moore, a commonwealth's attorney, said Friday
that the bill would be an effective tool for prosecutors in fighting meth. "Trying to reduce

Policelogs

Murray Police Department
Miller's
• Lesley M. Martin, 34, of Jackson, Tenn., was served with an
career was
arrest warrant Thursday charging WO with two counts of theft by
marked by
deception more than $300, two counts of theft by deception less
than $300, driving on a suspended license and having no insurearly sucance.
cess. He was
Murray State University Police Department
awarded the
of Libertyville, Ill., was cited for possession of marGeraty,
John
•
Pulitzer
ijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia ,atter an odor was
for
Prize
reported at 12:10 a.m. Thursday at Hester College.
"Death of a
•A Springer College resident adviser reported a breezeway at the
,Salesman"
Miller
college smelling like natural gas at 12:30 p.m. Thursday. Murray
1949,
in
Fire Department and housing department officials also respondwhen he was just 33 years old.
ed. The possible cause was buffers in the area. A report was
His marriage to Marilyn taken.
Monroe in 1956 further cata- •A student came to Public Safety at 5:24 p.m. Thursday to report
pulted the playwright to fame, keys were stolen from the Wellness Center. A theft by unlawful
though that was publicity he taking less than $300 case is under investigation.
• A fire alarm was activated at Regents College at 11:44 p.m.
said he never pursued.
Thursday. Murray Fire Department arrived at 11:45 p.m. Burnt
popcorn on the fifth floor triggered the alarm. A report was taken.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

ready, access to the materials for
manufacture is a good step," he
said in a phone interview.
Retail
Kentucky
The
Federation has expressed some
concerns that the bill could be
burdensome for fiharmacies and
stores. Gay Dwyer, a lobbyist
for the retail federation, said that
new language approved by sena;
tors Friday eased those misgiv
ings, but some concerns remain.
She said the retail group would
,continue to work with lawmakers.
"We recognize meth is a horrid problem and one that is
growing," she said in an interview."We want to be part of
solution."
The bill also would create a
separate felony for making meth
in the presence of a child.
Sen. Robert Stivers, the bill's
lead sponsor, said More than 600
meth labs were found in
Kentucky last year, and in those
cases more than 90 rehildren
were present during ManufacturY
ing.
"The fumes are caustic, and
the ingredients when mixed
become quite volatile, and there
have been numerous explosions
documented to have occurred,"
said Stivers, R-Manchester.
Senate Majority Leader Dan
Kelly, R-Springfield, said the
bill was•part of the fight against
meth. Another necessary step,
he said, is to develop adequate
treatment facilities.
"I would just like us, as we're
passing this legislation, to not.
think this is the end of the problem in solving this situation," he
said.

Waterfield
From Front
they can bring their children
with them if they like," Booth
said.
She said publishing companies that have committed to providing
materials
include
Penguin, Putnam, Scholastic,
Holiday House and several others. Many more 'have been
informed about Murray State's
effort and are expected to show
an interest in providing materials.
Booth said the center would

•••

,saye parents, school teachers,
librarians and others a lot of
time and money in reviewing
and choosing which childrens
books they would want to purchase rather than spending it on
lengthy and possibly costly
research efforts.
During the renovation effort ,
at the Waterfield, plans for the
locations of specific exhibits
and resources are constantly
changing, according to Booth,
and the exact location and opening date for the preview center
remains tentative.

Calloway ounty, in good faith, approved the contract
Murray su bmitted in October 2004 for the 2004-2005
nonresident contract which releases funding for 2005-2006.
• Based on KRS 157.350(4)(a), Murray is ineligible to
receive SEEK funding for 2004-2005 due to the
omission of 464 students on the 2003-2004 ADA contract.

Wilhoit
From Front
five years before that, there was
a discrepancy of at least 367 in
the actual non-resident enrollment and that reported in the
contracts with Calloway.
State Rep. Melvin Henley
has received countless calls and
e-mails about the local'non-resident enrollment and school
choice dispute, but a personal
conflict of interest will keep him
from contacting Wilhoit directly
for his consfituents.
-"The number of parents.
teachers and school administrators who have called me proves
without a doubt how many people are concerned about our
schools," Henley said in a
release. "As a legislator. I think
we nee& to see this resolved
immediately so that our schools

can devote their time to what
they do best — educating our
children. However, because I
have a grandchild attending
school outside his district I am
personally involved and this
prevents me from contacting
Education
Commissioner
,Wilhoit directly. To do so would
be a violation of the Kentucky
ethics law."
• As KDE evaluates documents and considers the perpupil funding case. Henley
pledges to monitor the situation.
"I know how important it is
to the parents of students in both
school systems that all of our
children get a fair shake," he
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• ReiNnts of the Murray Independent District who incurred
a sizeible increase in their school tax rate are subsidizing
the educational costs of the 911 out of district students.
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• Calloway County's annual nonresident reports for ADA
funding have been consistently accurate and honest.

Paidfor with privatefundsfrom Citizensfor TRUTH, Marty Futrell, Chair

k

mo

provide an outside, unbiased
force to resolve this problem."

• The school district census is generated by individual
enrollment forms. Calloway does not have access to
Murray's enrollment forms; therefore, Calloway can, in
no way, be held responsible for Murray's inaccurate
numbers.

"Truth is incontrovertible; malice may attack it and ignorance may deride it; but, in the end; there it is."
Sir Winston Churchill, 1874-1965

.

and

said. "It is my hope that the state
department of education can

At Calloway County it is ALL about the kids!!
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pt. Hoskins and the Calloway County Board of Education
are setting a good example for our students
with their ethical and honest behavior in this matter.
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Tke tRUTII abwit School Funding
• Calloway Co nty is NOT withholding money for studentsbeing educa ed this year. The money in question is for
2005-2006. The 2004-2005 money is already being
distributed m onthly based on the 2003-2004 inaccurate
numbers re eased by Murray.
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Obituaries
Mr. Prentice D. Williams
Mr. Prentice D. Wilhams, 72, of Holland Road, Benton, died at
7:05 p.m. -Thursday. Feb. 10, 2005 at Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah. Ky.
Williams was a carpenter and a US Army veteran serving from 1953 until 1955. He was secretary of Briensburg Masonic Lodge 401 from
1994 to the present and Past Master and Past
District Deputy of the lodge District 4. He was
maimosst= also the past chief of the Fairdealing -Olive Fire
Department with 22 years of service. He was
also a past member of the Marshall County 911
board as well as a former member of the Marshall County
Emergency Responders Alliance.
He was preceded in death by his father, William Orby
and a son, Tracy Williams.
Survivors include his wife, Wanda (Clark) Williams, Benton; his
mother, Alba Ethel Roberts Williams, Murray; his daughter, Penny
Roberts, Benton; his son, Craig Williams, Benton; and his sister,
Joan Williams, of Pennsylvania.
Williams is also survived by two grandchildren, a step grandchild, two great grandchildren, and two,step great grandchildren.
Williams' funeral has been set for 2 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 13,
2005, at Collier Funeral Chapel, in Benton, with the Rev. Kenny
Locke officiating. Burial will follow at Maple Spring Cemetery,
Benton. Visitation has been set for 5 pm.today (Saturday) at Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Masonic rites will be held at 7 p.m. today in
the Collier Funeral Chapel and the public is invited to attend.

US denies talks with North Korea over
weapons, six nation process stalled
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Arguing it was burned before in
one-on-one talks with North
Korea, the United States said
Friday it had no interest in
resuming direct discussions on
Pyongyang's nuclear weapons

The White House said it continued to support a six-nation
process designed to negotiate
the elimination of the communist country's nuclear armaments.
But with that process stalled,
administration officials were
beginning,to discuss the possibility of referring the issue to the
U.N. Security Council as an
alternate approach.
The Objective there would be
to impose international sanctions to persuade North Korean
Mrs: Sondra Burnett
leader Kim Jong II to abandon
The funeral for Mrs. Sondra Burnett will be Monday at 10 a.m. his weapons program.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Alan Martin will officiate.
Pallbearers will be nephews. Burial will follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. Sunday.
Mrs. Burnett, 38, South Eighth Street, Murray, died Thursday,
Feb. 10, 2005, at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn. Her
death was from injuries sustained in a one-vehicle accident on U.S.
Hwy. 641 South. Murray, on Wednesday about 8:30 p.m.
She was a caregiver and sat with and cared for the elderly. She
was of Pentecostal faith. Born Feb. 7, 1967, in Calloway County. she
was preceded in death by one sister, Roslyn Bucy in November
2003.
r husband, Frank Burnett, to whom she was
Survivors rnclu
married in December 2002 in Paducah; one daughter, Michelle
Prescott, Murray; two sons, Adam Prescott, Henderson, and Taylor
Smith. Murray; her mother. Ms. Carolyn Hopkins McClure, and her
father, Ozzie McClure and wife, Faye, all of'Murray; five brothers,
Nicky McClure and wife. Debbie, Almo, David McClure and wife,
Karen. Paducah. and Tony McClure, Gary Don McClure and wife,
Sandra, and Jeremy McClure. all of Murray,. one stepsister, Cindy -a
Ferguson and husband. Steve, Puryear, Tenn.; special friend,
George. Murray.
.
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Mrs. Virginia Ruth Geurin Bothwell
Rockwell was today

The funeral for Mrs. Virginia Ruth Geurin
Mayfield.
(Saturday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
.
officiated
Swift
Bob
file Rev.
Whimell,
PallbeUrers were Jim Baker, Kenneth Gibson, Charles
active;
Matheny,
Jackie
and
Cook
Tim
,
Stephens
Jim
Roy Skinner,
Jason
Gossum,
Robert
Felts,
Jimmy Rockwell. Jamie Felts, Adam
n
Woodlaw
the
in
was
Burial
honorary.
Felts,
Austin
Rockwell and
Memorial Gardens.
at
Mrs. Rockwell,. 83, Hickory, died Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2005,
1250 a.m. at Jackson Paieehiaie Medical Center. Mayfield.
She was a member of First Baptist Church where she sang in the
choir. She was also a member, of Mayfield Homemakers,
Folsmodale Homemakers and of a chapter of the Order of the
Eastern Star.
Her husband, Edgar A. Rockwell Sr., one son, Ronald Rockwell,
oc ell, and two sisters, EsteUe Cowart
one grandson. Vince
eath. She was the daughter of
and Gladys Jones, a preceded ,
Kimbro Geurin.
Ann
the late Thomas Geurin and Lela
Survivors include three sops, Edgar(Bobby) A. Rockwell Jr. and
wife, Diane, Hickory. Lawrence (Larry) A. Rockwell and wife.•
Kathy, North Richland Hills, Texas, and Geurin (Garry) Rockwell,
Portsmouth, Va.; 14 grandchildrem.14 great-grandchildren.

In Sapporo, Japan. Japanese
Junichiro
Minister
Prime
Koizumi came down firmly
against that idea Friday. He said
economic sanctions against- the
North could end any possibility
that Pyongyang might rejoin the
six-nation talks and end. any
chance of their success.
"I understand the feelings
behind growing calls for economic sanctions, but dialogue
and pressure are important,"
Koizumi told reporters.
Han Sung Ryol, a senior
North Korean diplomat at the
United Nations, urged a direct
dialogue with the United States
in an interview with a South
Korean newspaper.
But in a subsequent interview, he appeared to backtrack,
Press
Associated
telling
Television News, "No, we do
not ask for bilateral talks." He
said the key issue for North
Korea was whether the United
States planned to attack North

Korea.
The United States has said
repeatedly in recent years that it
has no such plans and is intent
on seeking a diplomatic solution.
On Thursday, the North
Ministry
Foreign
Korean
declared that the country had
produced nuclear weapons and
said it was calling off participation in the six-nation talks.
White House spokesman
Scott McClellan said Friday the
United States has no interest in
direct talks.
"It's not an issue between
North Korea and the United
States. It's a regional issue,"
McClellan said, noting the sixparty format includes China,
South Korea, Japan and Russia.
•in addition to the United States
and North Korea itself.
At the State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher
called attention to the unhappy

Of a 1994 bilateral
agreement with North Korea.
"When the U.S. and North
korea had direct ne,gotiations to
eliminate North Korea's nuclear
weapons program. we got a deal
and then North Korea started
cheating on the deal very quickly, within a couple years," he
said.
The agreement fell apart in
2002 when the Bush administra
tion alleged that North Korea
had secretly begun a uranium
enrichment program in violation
of the 'spirit of the 1994 agreement. •
That in turn led to the sixparty disarmament negotiation,
that began in August 2003. Two
subsequent rounds were held
with little Visible progress.
North Korea had been widely
expected to resume the process
early this year. but Thursday's
statement appeared to rule out
that option for the time being.

outcome

Union Planters
is nqw Regions.
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Our name has changed,our commitment hasn't.

Fletcher promotes booster
seats, won't push for law
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher signed a
proclamation to promote the use
of child booster seats on Friday,
but he declined to take a stand
on legislation that would require
them.
Fletterer said motor .vehicle
crashes are the leading cause of
death for children over the age
of 1 and the deaths could be prevented with the use of child
booster seats for older kids. Yet
while he made a production of
signing a proclamation promoting ttieir use, complete with
three children in booster seats
nearby, he said he would have to
study a bill pending in the House
that would require their use.
"I'm very' surprised that the
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governor had not had the opportunity to study my bill," said
Rep. Kathy Stein, D-Lexington.
She said it was filed weeks ago
and is identical to legislation
passed by the House in previous
sessions that died in the
Republican-controlled Senate.
And while Fletcher and
Transportation Secretary Clay
Bailey lamented the high death
toll on Kentucky roads this year
among all drivers, the governor
also declined to take a position
on legislation that would make
not wearing a seat belt a primary
offense.
Seat belt usage is required
and failure to do so can result in
a fine. But it is a "secondary
offense" and can be cited only if
a law enforcement officer stops
a vehicle for another reason.

For over 2 million Union Planters customers,
banking just got even better.
Same friendly faces / Same convenient branches / Same pin number
your same account
Everything you like about Union Planters will still be there. You'll keep
(www.unionplanters.ccm)
numbers, checks, debit cards, loan coupons,even the sane Web site
check out a few of our
for Internet banking. So stop by and take a look. And while you're there,
to come.
new products like Free Business Checking: Regions. A sign of good things
Visa' CheckCard
1700 ATMs / Free Online Banking with Bill Pay / Free Checking* I Free Platinum
•

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
ben nettmotorsi nc
.com

Everyday confidence.
1-800-448-7345

S
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NEWS ITEM: MEDICAL RILLS ARE BEHIND MOST OF THE 13ANK1?UPTCIES IN THE U.S.
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IN OUR OPINION

United or
Divided?
Our own state motto — United We Stand,
• Divided We Fall — issues a warning that we all
. should pay attention to, especially during this
: time for our community. We are certainty not united on a number of things and the division
between friends and neighbors continues to grow.
This isn't to pick sides of who's right or who's
wrong. It is)however, to call for cooperation and
understanding. We need to work together to build •
a stronger community; not to pull it apart.
The community isn't just Murray. It isn't just
Calloway County. It's everyone — together.
Our brightest moments have come when this
community has been united. It took a whole community with a common dream and vision to establish what is now Murray State University. When
Tappan and Mattel closed, we didn't(old. We
went to work to bring industries like Briggs &
Stratton, KenLake Foods, Pella and now Webasto
here.
Our community has a wonderful reputation for
being friendly and progressive, but we have taken
several blows from all the emotion that has boiled
over regarding our schools, hospital, university,
etc. We have long been considered one of the best
places to live, work, play and retire. Would you,.
say that today?
• Would other communities like to take advantage of our current situations and in fighting? You
bet! You can probably think of one city — if not
more — relishing in our division.
And what about our children? How do they see
us? We teach them to deal with problems in terms
of finding solutions and dealing with the Consequences of one's actions. Is that what we are
doing?
For the sake of our community and for the sake
of our children — our future — we need to come
together, look for solutions and mend our differences instead of finding ways to offend our neighbors. That being said, that should go for this
newspaper too. Perhaps we have unintentionally
fanned the flaines ourse ves. We should do a better job and will strive)qo just that.
United we stand.
acted we fall. What choice
will you make?

4

Three A.M.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to an illness,
thefollowing is a Larry McGeehee column
from 1990 that will be appearing in his
book, Southern Seen, released by the
University of Tennessee Press this month:
An old song begins, "It's three o'clock in
the morning." Mother song, "One More for
the Road," has Sinatra ,
singing, "It's a quarter to
three." The tunes came to
mind recently when I
went through a spell of
waking up just before
three every morning, no
matter what time I went
to bed. My friends
assured me it is not an
uncommon phenomenon
Southern
for people my age. The
songs about being awake
By Larry
at three in the morning.
McGehee
seem to confirm their
Syndicated
diagnosis.
Columnist
Further confirmation
came in running across an
F. Scott Fitzgerald quote from "The Crack. Up;" probably written in the early 1930's.
.Fitzgerald wrote: "In a real dark night Of
the soul it is always three o'clock in the
morning."
Fitzgerald may have stolen his three
o'clock line from Henry David Thoreau's
"Walden," published in 1854 and based on
Thoreau's life' in the woods from 1845 to
1847. Thoreau wrote: "I am less affected by
their heroism who stood up for half an hour
at Buena Vista [in the Mexican War), than
by the steady and cheerful valor of the
men, who inhabit the snow-plow for their
winter quarters; who have not merely the
'

three-o'clock-in-the-morning courage,
_which Bonaparte thought was the rarest.
but whose courage does not go to rest so
early, who go to sleep only when the storm
sleeps or the sinews of their iron steed are
frozen."
Thoreau took his three o'clock phrase
from Napoleon and gave him credit for it,
sgmething which Fitzgerald didn't.
The other part of the Fitzgerald quote —
about the "dark night of the soul" —
appears in "The Ascent of Mount Cannel,"
- written about 1578-80 by St. John Of the
Cross.
If we keep tracing this thing back far
enough, we may find that people were waking up or lying awake at three in the morning even before there were clocks.
Maybe there is some ftiglogical hourglass in us that causes it..My friends dismiss it by saying, "The older we get, the
less sleep we need." Or perhaps it is the
unfamiliar "sound of silence" which wakes
us. That's what we notice most at that hour.
With the street traffic gone and the television set turned off, the two noises left are
the chirping of the tree frogs (Inside and
the exaggerated creaks of the house inticle.
Another explanation is anticipation. The
previous day has ended and an agenda
needs to be prepared for the new one soon
arriving, and the mind responds accordingly.
•The mind has a mind of its own. Mine
wakes me automatically at six in any time
zone regardless of whether it is standard or
daylight-savings time. Maybe the more
recent three o'clock wake-up call is just a
preliminary preparation for six o'clock, like
the music that plays on a.clock radio for 15

minutes before the alarm sounds. Or perhaps, as Fitzgerald and Bonaparte hint,
three o'clock is soul and courage time.
Maybe it is nature's way of reminding us
that we get so busy with details during the
day-that we put off the really big things that
require us just to sit, think, and see. When
we drop back a bit, we can see where all
the miscellaneous parts fit.
That seems to be the best explanation.
One morning awakened at three. I took
apart a 1930 Ford A-Model and then
reassembled it piece by piece — all in my
head and in my bed. It was something I
could actually have done 40 years ago.
Nowadays,though, I do well to know how
to open the hood of my car, and I understand almost nothing about all that stuff
packed together under it.
What appear to be logs arid logjams in
the daylight are parts of a forest at three in
the morning. The parts fit into a whole that
makes more sense then. And because the
whole appears at three, only a few hours
before the real awakening and arising, each
morning starts out with a clearer perspective that daylight takes all day to burn
away. We can 'keep our cool" if we have a
time to get it— "In the cool, cool, cool of
the evening."
We need, for our bodily renewal, our
nightly sleep. But we also need, for our
mental and spiritual renewal, those three
o'clock awakenings.
C 2005, Wofford College, SC 29303
Larry McGehee, professor and vice
president at WoffOni College, may be
reached by e-mail at
mcgeheelt@wofford.edu

OUR READERS WRITE
•••

To the Editor,
Hi! My name is Hannah Hinton. I am in the 5th Grade. I go to
Murray Middle School. We have learned about freedomA think
that we should have the freedom to pick what schools we want to
go to.
I know some people don't like Murray and I know some people
don't like Calloway. But I think the district just want the money.
If we had to switch schools, I know that I would miss my
friends and my friends would miss me. I hope that if you make the
decision for people that live in the city have to go to the city
schools and people that live in the county have to go to the county
schools, that you think not only of yourself but of the students that
will have to change schools.
Please make the right decision.
Hannah Hinton
Murray. Ky.

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editeremurrayledger.COM.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and plhone emberr,
se litters ANN be kept between 300-400 words and
swot be typed. liandsnitten letters will not be published.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right Is
edit or reject any letter on the bath of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent coebihnbars to the Forum page. Letters of a "dank you"
atm that se out sponsors will not be accepted..
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BUSINESS
Leadership Tomorrow heads to Frankfort

Top Producer

Did you know...

Photo provided

Patty Butler of Global Mortgage Link, LLC, receives
her award for top production of home loans for the
Fourth Quarter of 2004 from Gerry Puckett, president/operations and mortgage loan originator.

Leadership Tomorrow, comprised of 28 juniors and seniors
from
Murray
and
Calloway
County
Schools,
will be
traveling
to
Frankfort
nest week
tor their
Chamber
study of
Chat
Kentucky
By Lisa
governSatterwhite
ment? The
Assistant
group will
Director
meet with
Murray/Calloway
our local
County Chamber
officials
of Commerce
and visit
the House
of Representatives and Senate
in session. Tours of the Capitol
and KET are on the agenda as
well as dinner with Governor
Ernie Fletcher.

LISA SATTERWHITE Ledger & Times photo

Coming Up Around Town
•MSU Racers and Lady

inBusiness

Racers vs. Austin Peay, RSEC,
Today, 1 p.m. & 3:45 p.m.
•Motocross, West KY Expo
Center, Today, amateur: 2 p.m.,
pro: 7:30 p.m., all seats $10,
under 5 free
MI Murray Singles
,
Organizational Society
Valentine's Dance, Joe.Creason
Bldg., 1600 Park Avenue,
ALLTEL's local telephone operBenton, Tonight,7 - 11 p.m.,
y
Kentuck
in
ations
DJ Gary Long,$6 per person.
, Prior to joining—ALITE„L.
bring snacks to share, call
with
years
Logsdon spent five
Jackie @ 247-7754, Helen @
the Office of the Kentucky State
1 or Peggy @ 753761-314
as
served
he
where
Treasurer,
8021.
executive assistant, communicaMI Charlotte's Web, Lovett
tions director, director of govum, Feb. 14 - 17, 9:30
Auditori
of
ernmental affairs, director
unclaimed Property.and deputy a.m., Feb. 15;12:30 p.m.
• Valentine's Day Lunch
state treasurer.
Kenlake State Resort
Cruise,
of
graduate
a
is
Logsdon
Park, Feb. 14. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m..
Murray State University.
person/$105 per couALLTEL provides wireless, $55 per
lunch.
local telephone, long-distance,. ple, includes
celebrates Black
WKMS
111
services
Internet and broadband
to residential and business cus- History Month with Moments
to Remember each weekday at
tomers in 26 states.
7:33 a.m. Special programs sill
also air Say it Plain: A Century
of African Oratbry, Feb. 14.
noon and The Afro: Personal
Reflection, Feb. 21. noon.
MI MSU Lady Racers and
Racers vs. Tennessee-Martin,
RSEC. Feb. IS, 5:15 p.m. &
7:15 p.m.
1111 "What We Have Here is a
Failure to Communicate", halfday professional development
seminar with Phillip Van
Hooser, Caldwell Co.
Ambulance Service. Feb. 17.
Drew Houck
8:30- 11:30 a.m. or 1 - 4 p.m.,
info@vanhoosercorn.
111,New Concord Town
Meeting,-New Concord Church

MSU grad Logsdon
named ALLTEL VP
LEXINGTON, Ky. — ALLTEL has named Dan Logsdon
vice president of external
affairs. In this role, Logsdon Mil
be responsible for the company's
regulatory and legislative efforts
in Kentucky.
"Dan's background and
knowledge of Kentucky governmental affairs will assist
ALLTEL's efforts to better serve
consumers through the advancement of modem telecom regulation that promotes market-based
competition, encourage investment and helps build a broadband economy throughout the
Commonwealth." Said Jeff
of
president
Abernethy.

Shane Andrus

-

Hirings announced at
Global Mortgage Link
" Global Mortgage Link. LLC,
recently announced the hiring of
two new employees for its

Murray office.
Hired were Shane Andrus
and Drew Houck.

Mur-Cal Realty announces
that Amos McCarty, Jr. has
joined the firm as principal,brok e r .
McCarty
was formerwith
ly
Kopperud
Realty for
20
over
and
years
been
has
licensed in
the state of
Kentucky
McCarty
d
n
a
Tennessee since 1978.
He has been a broker since
1980, serving as president of the
Board of Realtors four times,
Realtor of the Year three times.

and Kentucky Association of
Realtors Region I director for
several years.
McCarty has also served on
the Fire District Board, Transit
System Board, Board of Zoning
Adjustments, and Panorama
Homeowners Association. He is
also a graduate of Leadership
Murray, a member of the
Chamber of Commerce and a
member of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.
He is married to the former
Judy Crouse and has two daughters — Robyn McCarty and
Amy McCarty Smith. Smith and
her husband, Chris, will have
McCarty's first grandson in
May.

receptiorLat the MSU ballMSU Ag• riculture Department hosted a Business After Hours
s were invited on camgame Thursday night. Soybean growers and Chamber member
d tickets to enjoy the
pus for a full day of information and activities and then receive
game.
of Christ Annex (behind post
office), Feb. 17, 5:30 - 6:30
p.m.. New Concord/Hamlin
area residents invited, open
forum with Calloway Supt.
Steve Hoskins and Asst. Supt.
Randy McCallon, refreshments
served_
II Butt Blow Out, West KY
Expo, Feb. 18 - l9. 8 p.m.,
*kilts: $9. students w/ id: $7.
children 12 & under: $4.
•YSA Baseball and Softball
Sign-tips, WalNlart, Feb. 18,
3:30 - 7 p.m.. Feb. 19 & 26,9
a.m. -2 p.m.
11 Lawn & Garden Show,
RSEC, Feb. 18 - 20
•Chamber Music of John
Steffa, Performing Arts Hall.
Feb. 22,8 p.m., free admission.
•Quad State Junior Choral
Festival, Lovett Auditorium,
Feb. 24 - 26, all day, free
admission.
•MSU Rodeo Barrel
Racing and Roping, West KY
Expo..Feb. 26. noon: Feb. 27,9
a.m., free admission. •
•Crazy For You, Playhouse
in the Park. Feb. 24 - 27.
•Murray State University
Wind Ensemble & Jazz Band.
Lovett Auditorium. Feb. 25; 7
p.m.; free admission.
1111 Murray Trade Day. MCC
Park, Feb. 28. 7 a.m. - noon.
11 Sexual Assault Awareness

booth, Courthouse, Mar. 2.6
p.m.
•Murray Art Guild, 103 N.
6th St., issues a "call" for hand
delivered only entries for
"Visual Evidence", Mar. 8 - 9,
10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Opening
reception and awards presentation. Mar. 13,2.-4 p.m. Exhibit
closes Apr. 8.
•Make A Difference Day.
Stewart Stadium, Mar. 12. 9
a.m. - I p.m.

Highlights from the
Commerce Centre
Murray Art Guild is
▪
featuring the work of Annette
Mooso Sitton and Paul Sitton'in
the conference room of the
Commerce Centre. The public
is invited to view the art during
regular business hours.
-•Character Counts Week is
scheduled for March'6 - 12.
The Character Counts Coalition
is busy planning activities for
the second Character Counts
Day which will be held in the
Curris Center Mar. 12. 9 a.m. noons This year's theme is:
Catch the Character Wave.
Children, accompanied by an
adult, can enjoy a carnival
atmosphere with games and
giveaways promoting character.
Inflatables, clowns, activity

booths and photos will all be a
part of Character Counts Day
with fun for the whole family.
Call Michelle Hansen for more
information at 762-7333:

Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings
•Sprint PCS. Ryan Rogers.
5()0 B South 12th, Feb. 17, 1:30
p.m.

Upcoming Business
and a Little Lunch
I Character Counts
Coalition hosts lunch at the
Commerce Centre, 805 North
12th. Mar. 2. 11:30 a.m. - 1
p.m. Booth information for
Character Counts Day will also
be available for groups and
businesses.

Welcome New Chamber
Members
si Tango the Clown, a.k.a.
Tune Alexander, birthday parties. entertainment. btane@bellsouth.net. 753-6250.
For more information on
becoming a 'member of the
Murray-Callowav County
Chamber of Commerre or hosting a Chamber event contact
Tab Brockman or Lisa
Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Kopperud Realty's Homes of the Week
PPM'

No

Score?
McCarty joins Mur-Cal Realty Knoik the
Score
in Each
Ledger 8(
Times

4111101111
2106 SOUTHWEST DRIVE
ELEGANT CUSTOM
HOME! Lots of extras, large
master suite with his and her
closets. Located in Southwest
Villa Subdivision. $249,500.
MLS #24041

2211 CAROL DRIVE
SPACIOUS FAMILY HOME!
Located ,in PrestOn Heights,
this home has 4 BR,2.5 baths
with master BR on main
level. $182,500. MLS #23786

2106 VILLA SQUARE
BRIGHT & CHEERY! Main
level master, generovs layout
and beautiful landscaping.
Located in Southwest Villa.
$184,900. MLS 222708

OPEN HOUSES - Sunday, Feb. 13, 2-4 p.m.
753-1222

711 Main St.

A

Open House!
1111111r.

New Home...

needs your best insurance.
For homes ten years old or less, State
Auto can help you save up to 15% on
your homeowners insurance. State Auto
discounts your basic policy premium
based on the age of your home. Call our

- InsuringlYoug=ess
--.o

ki
A

i

i

dithei464441144444

agency to see how much

2209 Carol Driva

Your best Insuranc•

Sunday, Feb. 13• 2-4 p.m.

is. good ag•nt.

ar
Coll Renfro
For An
Appalat
Way!
RENEE WYNN,REALTOR®
(270)753-1651 BUSINESS*
(270) 293-7149 DIRECT
•Ilea.se ask for Renee
reneewynnproperties.corn

COLDweu.
BANKeR

STK= •Arrcr

froonclo

Innowre
cm, clopenc, or"

you can

save.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St. • Murray • 7534451
Westside • Court Square

1ST REALTY GROUP
414 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Cr

ISan McNutt, AAI

(;rea McNutt

Mike Y0111111.
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COMMUNITY
www.marraylettser.cita

SeniorActivities
Tuesday events include
BY TERI COBB
h and 'Stretch Class from
Strengt
Activities director
a.m in the gym, devo9
to
8
County
Murray-Callow ay
tion at 10 a.m., a new group
our
in
Senior Citizens are now
to discuss women's issues at
facility at the George • Weaks 10:30 a.m in the education
Community Center, 607 Poplar room, and Ping Pong at 1:30
St., Murray. We invite you to p.m. in the gym. Our Birthday
check our facility and the many and Anniversary Celebration will
services offered. Our telephone begin at 12:30 p.m. Anyone
with a February birthday or
number is 753-0929.
sary is vited to be cAur
anniver
and
come
to
you
ite
We ins
ork, pinto
guest.
special
join us for lunch which will beans, cabbage,
rn bread,
he served Monday through Fn- margarine and lime gelatin with
day at 11:30 a.m. for a don.- fruit cocktail will be on the
(ion of 51.50. Lowfat milk. lunch menu.
coffee and ice tea are our daily.
Wednesday events include
choices of beverages. Meals Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m..
are also sent to private homes. Free Throwing Shooting Conat
The center offers transporta- test for men and women
with Pride
Stride
a.m.,
9:30
9:15
from
basis
daily
a
on
tion
s at 10 a.m.. Powder
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live Walker
Pool from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
Puff
a
need
and
limits
in the city
with any female aged 60 and
ride to our center, the doctor. over invited to participate, and
grocery store, bank or phar- Pinochle Club at noon. Free
macy. call at least one day assistance with income tax
will be each
ahead of time to schedule your preparation
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4
ride.
Our exercise room is open p.m. until April 13 in the Comfor dropMonday through Friday from puter tam. but will be
menu
lunch
the
On
only.
ins
who
S a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those
be meat loaf, mashed potawill
invited
are
older
.and
60
are
toes, greens. corn bread, marto exercise at no cost. We also garine and chocolate pudding
have tvvo indoor Shuffleboard
Thursday events include
Court. available. Our basket- Strength and Stretch Class at
ball court is also open for a 8 a.m., Shuffleboard league at
variety of games and times. 12:30 p.m. and Canasta at 1230
Times arc also set aside for p.m. Hot chicken salad, peas,
v• omen onl. Contact the cen- tossed salad, wheat roll. margarine and apple will be on
ter for more detail..
Activities and menus for the the lunch menu.
Friday events include Armeek of Feb. 14-18 ha% e been
Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.
chair
•
released as follow s:
with Pride Walkers at
Stride
Arminclude
Monday events
and Open Bridge
a.m.,
10
chair Aerobics at 9:30 am... begins at noon. The ROMEO
Stride with Pride Walkers will group should be prepared to
meet at 10 a.m. to go walk at leave the center at 9 a.m. for
RSEC. Bingo at 10 a.m., Valen- their trip. On the lunch menu
tine Party at 1230 p.m.. and will be Swiss steak with vegBeginning Line Dancing at 2 etable gravy, mashed potatoes,
p.m,and Intermediate Line brussels sprouts, biscuit, marDancing at 220 p.m. in the garine and carrot cake with
gym. On the -lunch menu will cream cheese icing.
be chicken strips, potato logs,
Murray -Calloway Senior Citbroccoli, wheat roll, margarine
is a .United Way agency.
izens
cookie.
Debbie
Lil
and

a smor"A Sweetheart of A Deal , dance, parents will have
includNight- will be at Calloway gasbord of opportunities
many
and
meal
catered
a
ing
-MonOn
School
County Middle
el.
dayirom 5 to 8 p.m. The Stu- discussions by the personn
762call
to
asked
are
ParCnts
a
r
sponso
dent Council will
for reservadance for 55 a person in the 7365 or 7h-7355
tion,.
in
meet
gym while the parents
another part of the building
Oh, my friend,
The first WO kids will dance
corm
parents
their
free when
what they take
to. participate in the (-CMS
away from you that
Deal Night. While the kids

it's

not

BOB
CORNELISON

counts. Its what
you do with what
you have left.

-Hubert Humphrey

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Ni
CI
CI
no
Ri
Al

Club of VVestero)
Caving and Climbing
zation open'
organi
fit
non-pro
Kentucky, a
ies such ail
activit
to everyone, promotes
and backhiking
,
caving
rock climbing,
packing.
Tuesday of
The club meets each third
y Statel
Murra
1
every month at 6 p.m. at
g.
buildin
University Carr Health
at
Tony
contact
For more information
g list at;
1-270-247-6851 or join the mailin
-1
http://groups.yahou.com/gr0up/climbhigh

loi
Jo
Ni
Pr

cavelow/.

Br
at
Cl
Mi
Tr
an

will meet'
Hazel Lodge 138
,
of Woodmen of the)

Hazel Lodge 138
p.m. at Ryan's,'
World will meet Tue,,sday at 6
the Cheri Theat
hmyie
a
attend
Murray Later the group will
atre.

be Sunday
Shipley reception will
and his wife. Jean, will
Photo provided
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Toone Oakley. president of
the Gentry House Emergency
Shelter, described the shelter
and its Operation at the Myirray Kjwanis Club. meeting at
-Holmes Restaurant on Thursday.
-A generous gift of 519.000
front First United Methodist
Church provided seed money
that helped us secure a $278,000
homeless shelter grant. Our tine
building contains four two-bedroom apartments," Oakley said.
-The apartments have been
furnished with donated items,
including furniture,, linens, etc.
We did it on a wing and a
prayer and it's working out
great. We have had real good,
success with helping families
move into decent housing and
finding a place in the job niarket," Oakley added.
are
families
Homeless
hOused in the facility for a
maximum of 30 day. One of
the first needs for a family is
food. "We usually start out
with Need Line for food and
supplies." Oakley said.
In addition to 30 days of
housing. Gentry House provides u.tilities• and a telephone.
A case worker, who works part
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SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

Pooh's Heffalump Movie
2:25 • 4:05 - 6:30 - S:00'9:25
G 12:45'Boogeyman
PG13- 1:40 - 3:40 - 7:30 - 9:25
Hide And Seek
R. 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:20
Hitch
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:55- 7:20 - 9:45

meet
Parent Stippét Group will Parents
Anonymous)
Parent Support Group. formerly called
will meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call'
753-7004.

ay
North. Council meeting Mondon
Making Coun-i
North Elementary School Site-based Decisi
cil will meet Monday at 5 p.m. in the teachers' lounge. The
meeting is open to the public.

Wedding bate
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:30 - 7:15 - 9:15
Phantom Of The Opera
P613 - 1:00 - 3:50 - 6:50 - 9:40
Coach Carter
PG13 - 9:30

Monday
Woodmen Lodge will meet meet
Monday
Sigma Department will meet
Club

Are We There Yet
PG - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:25
Program Information Calf 753-331.1 :

will meet MonSigma Department of Murray Woman's
day 'at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Summer Cross and Pat
Osborn will speak about "Angel's Clinic and Angel's Attic."
Sarah Jones and Summer Cross will be hostesses.
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;

.
at 6
Woodmen of World Lodge 728 will
p.m. at the new Woodmen building, 330 C.C. Lowry Drive,'
off North Fourth Street. All members urged to attend.
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CCMS'releases honor roll for first semester
Calloway County Middle Ann Henson, Jordan Alicia Clint Outland Gentry, Makayla
Erica Hagan,
School has released the honor Hobe'', Chasten Boyd Howard, Renee Green,
Lee Harnson, Jordan
Jared
Shan
Jackson,
Caitlin
Nicole
roll for the first semester of
Ann Jacobs, Lauren Amarta Blake Henson, Justin Dewayne
school as follows:
Hill, Autumn Suzanne Holder.
Travis Austin Kim,
Johnson,
SIXTH GRADE
Harley Joshua Robert Humphreys, Tara
Lamb,
Renee
Taylor
All As
Slade Allen McCuis- Lynn Jakaub,
Allison Nicole Barrett, Amber Ann Label,
Jamie Don Johnson, Allison
Lynn Newberry,
Kelsey
ton,
Nicole Burres, Kennedy Briann
Owen, Caitlin Clarke Jones, Austin Ray Lilly.
er
Shane
Chnstoph
Michelle
Marci
Crawford,
Leigh Roe, .Kristinea Brooke Carrie Lynn Love, Maegan
Crouch, Caroline Leann DarRowhuff, Kody Rudolph, Taylor Nicole Lusk, Leanne Luther,
nell, Jacqueline Therese Elder,
Michelle Jared Tyler Manners, Ashley
Satterwhite,
Leann
Rebekah Nicole Elkins, Averee'
Nicole Elaine Martin, Jesse Keith
Chelsea
Smith,
Alaina
Ahna Fields, Brittney Lynn Forth,
McCallon, Lindsey Elizabeth
Snyder,
Kristina Jannette Fncker,TaySons, Harry McDougal, Maegan Nicole MorLynn
Whitney
lor Harrison Grady, Savanna
Ray Stephenson Jr., Eric Joseph gan, Ellen Rhodes, Ellen ElizNadine Mathis, Laken Elizabeth
Gary Dewayne Thomp- abeth Robinson,
Szeszbl,
Mitchell, Jesse Miller Murdock,
Denham Briar Rogers, TakWade Thurmond, HalEric
son,
Joshua Jordan Pace, Shea
Sierra ina Annette Scott, Kevin Shaun
Tubbs,
ley
Elizabeth
Nicholas Pierce, Jeremy Tyler
Elizabeth
Sumer
Nicholas Shelton,
Underhill,
Renee
Pruitt,
Hunter Starks, Janie Michelle StenVilardo,
Anthony
Thomas Harold Reynolds III,
Williams, MrcKaylon Alyce Wil- berg, Kara Elizabeth Taylor,
Brock Simmons, Morgan ElizVictoria LaRhae Winches- Katie Diana Tindell, Brett Wade
Smotherman. Darcy son,
abeth
Towery, Erin Rachel Towery,
Kelsey Mikel Young.
and
ter
Curl
Stephenson,
Clarise
Keshea Gail Wadkins and ShauH
GRADE
SEVENT
Michael Thurman, Keela Brooke
na Renee Wicker_
All
As
Tracy, Morgan Emelia Williams
EIGHTH GRADE
Steven Calhoon,
Nicholas
and Cody Austin Wyatt.
All As
Clayton, Kyle GritMane
Tiffany
All As and Bs
Emily Caroline Ashby, Carey
tendon, Brittnee Nicole Dietz,
Megan
Adams.
Lynn
Ky‘ha
Haley Brooke Reigh-Ann Boggess, Shannon
Love,
All
Brianne
'
Kaye Allbritton, Luke Alan Beam,
McCuiston, Emily Allison McK- Nicole Bhnn, Ryart Craig Cathey,
Kristin Michelle Boggess, Brent
Caine Ann Crouse. Kayla Ruth
night, Austin Chandler Miles,
Houston Brown II, Alexis McKenCunningham, John Burnett GarCedric
Orduna,
Laura Yanitzy
zie Cain, Shelby Nicole Capps,
Ashley Nicole land, Erica Elyse Greer, Shawn
Roberts,
Quinn
Candyce Marie Chambers, TimShelton, Geoffrey Taylor Slay- Michael Nadine, Karra Jeanne
othy Ray Chapman, Layla Elizden, Brinnan Phillip Sutton, Jones, Joseph Samuel Kelly,
abeth Choate, Emily Layne
Mason Christopher Manning,
Kayla Nicole Todd and Sarah
Chnsman,
Jacqlyn Ellen Murdock, Janine
Velo.
Elizabeth
Cassandra Marie Collins,
Patricia Ochoa, Kristen ElizaAll As and Bs
Amanda Lynn Dickmann, MeliBenton Beam, Jen- beth Phillips, Theodosia Milan
Nathahiel
na Mane Dodd, Justin Howard
nifer Lynn Canter, Arian Besame Roberts, Paige Rogers, Kala
Downs, Taylor Dwaine Dumas,
Cantrell, Tyler Gene Carson, Dawn Seavers, Travis Kyle
Ashleigh Hope Eldridge, JorCraig Coles, Logan Stom, Jacob Tyler Vaughan.
"Andrew
dan NoeIle Eldridge, Tiffany
Cohen Earl Cossey, Katie Morgan Walker and Amy
Cooper,
Elaine Elkins, Seth Alexander Jacob Stanley Darnell, Bethany Elizabeth Winkler,
Enoch, Nicolas KeeIan Fazi, Mahe Dickman, Randy Dowdy
All As and Bs
Robert Warren Fnednch,
Clara Irene Ainscough. Cole
Nicole Eldridge,
Amber
Jr.,
Roger Alan Graves, Justin
G.O. Allen, Miranda Marie Alton,
Chelsea Ray Ellis,
Thomas Hargrove, Juna Estelle
Ryan Patr k Ayres, Amanda
Jenae
Brittany
Nathan Erwin,
Harvey, Timothy Arthur Heinz,
Whitney Nicole Gardner. Marie Jaye Bailey, Katie Lanae
Fox,
Hunter Neale Henson, Tiffany

Bazzell, Will Joseph Blacidord,
Ashley Nicole Bowman, Casey
Samuel Brockman, Megan
Brown, Elyse Canter, Anthony
Lee Cherrie,
Cydney Jillian Clere, Ashley
Lynn Collins, Halite Olivia
Collins, Wesley Allen Cook,
Clay Boone Cowelison, Heather
Mane Davis, Olivia Bnttany
Dean. Curtis Jerome Dial,
Heather Ann Downs, Kwame
Melah Duffy. Amanda Dawn
Duncan, Molly Nadine Fender,
Tiffani Ann Fike, Seth Fortenbery, Samuel Dale Futrell, Vincent Garrett Futrell, Amber
Michelle Gatewood, Tiffany Kaye
Govern, Kimberly Hagan, Drew
Haley, Chevis Carroll Dean Hendon, Heather Louise Hiter,
Susan Chnstine Holland, Daniel
James Hopkins,
Kayla Mane Houston, Sabrina Eilene Kanaski, Cortland
Kemp, Jordan Andrew Kim,
Kelsee Jaye Knight, Travis
Wayne Lamb, Joshua Dalton
Lee, Bradley Joe Martin, Markle
Jayce McClure, Lauren Kay
McKinney, Brodie Merrell, Sean
Allen Millizer,
Matthew Nicholas -Oliver,
Brandon Taylor Orr, Christina
Caren Pace, Justin Craig
Palmer, Justin Andrew Perkins,
Ashley Jane Preuett. Jill Marie
Rhodes, Laura Francis Rogers,
Toree Breann Rogers, Emily
Caroline Scott, Darcie Rene
Smotherman,
Kailey Michelle Stone, Megan
Charlene Summers, Tabatha
Marie Taylor, Carl Nicole
Courtney
Thomas, Alayna
Thompson, Carleanna Mae
Todd, Jamie Ann Weathers,
Chelsey LaRae Weaver, Neka
Amber Whitley and Gage Workman.
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HospitalMenus

Educators
romotion 6
lanned
High
County
Calloway
chool Chapter of Future Eduators of America will have a
bate day at Captain D's Monany. Customers are asked to
lace their receipts in the desated boy on the counter
marked for the group.

L

soup.
Thursday - 'baked potato
bar, chili, hot dog, pork roast,
'lemon pepper chicken, 'winter mix vegetables, corn fritters. Harvard beets, chicken
,
and wild rice soup.
Friday - lasagna. 'vegetable
lasagna, prime sea strips, country style steak, mashed potatoes with gravy, 'Italian green
beans, breaded cheese sticks,
'steamed yellow squash, 'black
bean and steak soup, 'garlic

John and Phyllis Sheppard
Bro. and Mrs. John Sheppard will celebrate their 40th wedding anniversary with a reception on Sunday, Feb. 20. 2005.
from -2 to 4 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Salem Bagtist_
Church, Lynn Grove.
All relatives and friends are invited.
The couple was, married Feb. 19, 1965. in Benton with Bro.
Paul Copeland officiating. Their attendants were Sue Harmon
and Jerry Green.
Mrs. Sheppard. the former Phyllis Harmon. is the daughter
of Laudine Harmon of Murray and the late Thurmon Harmon

Stitcherers,
Chapter
will meet

Providing a helping hand

"Heart-Smart- is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to .help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in.their
diet.
Menus, subject to occasional change, for the week of
Feb. 14-20 have been released
as follows:
Monday - quiche Florentine,
,'oven roasted chicken, Salisbury
steak,'broccoli spears, whipped
potatoes. 'field peas with snaps,
fried apples, chicken tortilla
soup.
Tuesday - "Build You Own
Deli Sandwich" - 'chicken a la
orange, spiral baked ham, 'wild
rice pilaf, broccoli casserole,
spicy French fries, candied
yams, 'baby carrots, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Wednesday - meat loaf,
turkey hot brown,"crumb topped
fish filet, 'seasoned green
beans, mashed potatoes, *bruss, taco
sel sprouts, onion ring.

Anniversary

bread sticks.
Saturday - 'chicken -pot pie,
meat loaf, smoked sausage,
sauerkraut. 'broccoli spears,
mashed potatoes with gravy,
'stewed tomatoes, soup of the
day.
Sunday - pot roast, chicken strips, 'crumb topped fish
filet, 'oven roasted potatoes.
'baby carrots, fried okra; 'crowder peas, soup of the day.
(*denotes heart-smart selection)

Western Kentucky/Tennessee
Stitcherers, local chapter of the
Embroiderers' Guild of America, will meet Monday from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Christian Life Center of First United Methodist Church, Murray's.
The program will provide studio time to work on an old
project or start a new one.
Stitching Sisters, an informal
meeting of stitchers, will be Feb.
28 at the Clnistian Life Center. The Paducah meeting will
be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Quilters' Alley, 417 North Third
St., with a program on
-Threads:" For more information call 436-5824. Guests interested in embroidery are welcome to any meeting.

He'alth
Express
lists stops
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure and pulse
checks and lipid profiles Monday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
.p.m. at Office
and 12:30 to 3
Depot, Murray; on Wednesday
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United 'Methodist Church, Murray.
For information call 762-1348.

ES
OPENFeb.HOUS
13, 2005

of Benton.
Bro. Sheppard is the son of the late Arlie Sheppard and
Dula Wilson Sheppard.
Their children are Jeff Sheppard of Murray and Debra Sheppard Manley of Bardwell. They ha‘e three grandchildren.

If you are a NEWCOME„R to
Murray/Calloway Codrity
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 Over 50 ars'

emit!
504Off
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Nee Ix Seeglesses
nee Mirth

Sewing By Steven
• Drapery'
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

It's not just about being smaller.
It's about walking taller.
At Curves we offer 30-

Sun.,
•1 to 3p.m. flo

minute fitness,
commonsense weight loss
and the support you need
to take control of your life.

Romantic Dining
with balloons an
candlelight
4 nights only!!!
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday Nights
4 p.m. to close

Iltc power to
artec yoursck
Over &000 loratarsas sporld.rsole

131 North Dr.
641 North, left on
Coles Campground Rd..
right on Wells Puniom,
right on Walston, left on to
North Drive.

759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murra), KY
252-3399
1769 Mayfield Hwy. 05
Benton. KY
575-3800
3420 Park AN enue
Paducah

Come join Us
s —Day!
iote -Datiniine'

WAN*

Jobs Realtors
301 N. 12th St.
Murray,KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

Loretta
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Commonwealth Accountability Testing System District Report Card 2003-2004 Murray Independent
Mr. Larry Dale Reid Jr.. Superintendent • 208 South 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071 • Phone(270)753-4363• Fax:(270)759-4906 Email: dreid@murray.k12.ky.us
Dear Parents/Guardians:
Owides information about how well our district is doing, where it is succeeding, and where there is room for improvement.
This report-entrWhile it cannot tell everything about our perfOrmance, the report card is a good starting point for discussions with our teachers, administrators,
school council members, and school board members. Unless noted, all data is from the 2001-2004 school year; contact information and narratives
reflect the most recent school year's activity. For a more detailed examination of our district, please ask to see our Expanded Report Card, which
cOntains a wealth of data and reports detailing district performance and procedures. Each district and sch4,01 is required by 1:0ss lo provide this information upon request.
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About Our District
Murray Independent School District reflects a rich diversity of cultura .
student and sporting achievements. _Located in Western KY at the
doorstep of Murray State University, we are fortunate to partner with our
university and businesses in providing experiences that allow us to present excellent post-secondary candidates. Although we are a small school
district, we are enlarging our facilities at Murray Middle School that will
feature a library and cafeteria for school and community use as well as
facilities to enrich our technology instruction. We open our doors of
excellence to those students desiring an opportunity to experience a wellrounded educational experience.

School Safety
The information on school safety i> intended to illustrate the policies
and procedures we have in place to make our schools as safe as possible
for our students and staff.

Visitors are Required jo Sign in
All Parents received the District Discipline Code'
% of Classrooms with Telephone Access to Outside Lines

How Our District Ensures
Educational Equity

Yes
X
X

All schools offer remediation and enrichment during and after school as
well as the summer. Our FRYSt provides Little Buddy/Big Buddy and
Lunch Buddy programs for our elementary students. In addition, we offer
Cheerleader and Dance.clinics, French. and Spanish instruction for our
elementary students. The middle school provides Football. Basketball.
Little League Football and Basketball, and participation in some high
school sports as skill allows. Student Councils. Student Technology
Leadership Programs (. STLP), Academic Team* Chess Club.
Cheerleading, Dance Club, FCA, and Black Histoty Clubs are at MMS
and MHS. KYA and Yearbook are additional MMS clubs. Other high
school sports include Golf, Soccer. Volleyball. Swimming. Track. and
Cross Country. Odyssey of the Mind and Leadership Tomorrow allow
our gifted students to demonstrate their academic and leadership skills.
MHS also provides opportunities in Hi-Y, Beta. VICA, DECCA.
HOSSA. FCCLA, Spanish, French, Robot. Drama. Speech Clubs and
National Honor Society.

No

100%

Procedures in Place in Our Districtfor
Drug and Weapons Detection
All visitors to each school in the district enter through the front door, are
greeted by a staff member, and receive a visitor tag to wear after signing
in at the front desk. Cameras are at each school for outside and inside
viewing of multiple areas. Resource officers are on staff at Murray
Middle and Murray High School. We also have access to the Murray City
Police Department drug dogs on an.as needed basis. Drug and alcohol
prevention instruction is given through classroom teachers, assemblies,
and scieatifically researched based programs: We believe that our students. staff, parents. and.community have a right to safe. drug-free,and
alcohol free schools.

A Tradition of Excellence: Every Student. Every Day reflects our belief
that we must meet students' needs at every level and raise the bar of
expectation for all students. We provide service.s-, for our English
Language Learners at all schools. Title I. Extended School Services.
Special Education, GiftecVTalented Programs. along with many other scientifically research based programs allow us to match services to need.
Many barriers are broken or taken away through the activities and opportunities,of our Family Youth Resource Services Center(FRYSO. Our
district team of faculty and staff are committed to honoring our students
by pros iding appropriate and differentiated instructional practices in
ensuring student achievement.

I
Aggravated Assault (with
intent to cause injury)
Drug Abuse Violations
Weapons Violations

Teacher Qualifications

The stronit tradition of excellence continues to he exemplified in our
student achievements. Two outstanding Juniors from MHS attended the
International Space School in Houston. TX with students from other
countries spanning the globe. The Spanish Club finished first at Regional
Foreign Language Festival. We are proud too of our first place awards by
the History and Chemistry Clubs. FBLA placed 5th at State. Region
.FBLA Reporter. Bronze Key Chapter. National Membership
Achievement Award and Recruitment Award. MHS Cheerleaders placed
2nd at All-A State Tournament. Girls Softball earned a bid to All-'A State
Tournament. MHS Track Team earned a bid at State and returned with 10
Medals. Fifteen students earned State Skills Standards Certificates in
Administrative Support ---.Servir,es, Financial Services. Technology
Education/Pre-Engineering and COmmunication. Our MES STLP leant
won the Murray State University Regional Showcase competition and
received the opportunity to attend the state KTLC conference in
Louisville. Tiger Tales, a student anthology of writings and illustrations,
continues to be a proud traditiesn at MES. 01 course, we are proud to
reflect top scores in our region and in our state. In addition, we continue
to receive honors for the Woman's Club writing competition and the
Calloway County Conservation poster contests. Our 4th/5th grade
Academic team were regional champions. Our 6-8 grade Academic team
qualified for state. The Chess Team won regionals and placed 4th in the
state. The MMS STLP team placed 'at state level.

Sumba of Number of Students
Ntuabe of Stnients
Suspended or
&pored
Tranterred to Alternitire
Pbeearai fra ma
Widgets Espeiled For Ibis

Violation

District Enrollment
(end of year membership 2003-2004) 1706

0
2
0

0
3
0

N/A
N/A
N/A

Student Resources
.than shows the level of content preparation.. ntinning education,
ond classroom experience of our teachers. These numbers do not include
our administrators, guidance counselors, or library media specialists. The
top row presents information on the certification of our teachers, while
:he second row presents additional information on the extent of their for177.11 Preparation to teach specific content. A teacher may be fully certified
and yet not possess a formal major or minor4 the subject they are teaching. The third row reflects the continuing efforts of our teachers to
increase their mastery of the content areas they teach. The bottom two
ross, present further information about the extent of preparation and
years of teacher experience. Upon request. our district will provide infor-.
mation about the qualifications of your child's teat:hips and teachers.
aides.
District

State

100%

NA

ri of Classes Taught beers
Certified for Subject a • Grade Level
5 of Classes taught by Teachers with a Major.
Minor. or the Equivalent in the Subject Being Taught
of COskes Taught by Teachers Who Participated
in Content-Nnsed Professional Development
of Teachers with a Masters Degree
1sr Greater or the Equivalent
Average Years of Teaching Experience

1(X0%
100%

NA

55%

82%

4.8

11.9

% of Classrooms
with alllLast One
Student
_Student/
Teacher Ratio Computer Ratio KETS Workstation
With Internet Access
\
.
6149
, 17:1 .
4.2:1
100
7007
16:1
3.8:1
100

Spending
per student
,
District
State

How We Use Techrtolog:v To Teach
Technology is used in our computer labs, classrooms, and libraries. P4
students receive beginning keyboarding and computer instruction that is
continued through grade 8 when students must pass a proficiency test for
technology skills. PoskerPoint. Microsoft OtTice. and Easy Tech are prorams of choice offered to all Ostia snaierits in teehnology-vlasses
'grades 4-8. The Yamaha MIDI lalVitiised at MMS,across alrgrade levels. Classroom Performance Systenis equipment is used in Mat classrooms for active participation and interaction by students allowing
immediate feedback in content attainment and application. MHS'utilizes
three full computer labs used by all classes as desired. Techrtqlogy education is offered to all students with application of skills in school business projects. Staff are provided professional, development to improve
and extend integration of instructional technology. We are proud to.partner with MSU and the KATE office in a pilot program designing an
ifnplementation program for integration of technology into instruction.

Measures of Academic Progress(MAP)is
‘,ide con4
tinuous assessment and monitoring of student progress for grades 2
through 12. DIBELS. FUCHS, and other scientifically research based
programs are being implemented to address individual student need. We
believe to meet the Tradition of Excellence: Every Student, Every Day
we must work to meet each individual academic need. The
Comprehensive School and District Plans guide the professional development and planned activities to assist us in our goal of reaching I(X)
before 2014.

How To Get More Information

MEMBER'S NTME & PHONE
Stuart Alexander(2701759-5322• Richard Crouch (270)753-4099
Jerry Neale 1270)759.4851 • Jean Masthay(270)759.%22
Donnie Winchester (270)753-9586

Call, e-mail, fax or write to our superintendent at the number and address on the top of this District Report Card. You may contact your School Board
members at the numbers to the right. Visit our central office and ask for the Expanded District Report Card that contains a variety of information
including Kentucky Core Content Test data and CTBS/5 national norm referenced test data disaggregated by gender, ethnicity, disability
and other
criteria. This disaggregated data is available to you at no cost. The remainder of the Expanded District Report Card may be free or provided at cost
of copying.

Kentucky uses the Comm( nwealth Accountability Testing System
(CATS i•to hold schools accountable for student progress. CATS has
three parts: the Kentucky Core Content Tests, the national
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS/5). and other measures of
the school's performance. including attendance, retention and dropout
rates. Together these three elements make up our schdols' CATS
Performance Scores for every two-year period.

The national norm referenced test used in Kentucky. the CTBS/5.
measures the basic skills of our students while allowing us to compare
their performance with national benchmarks established in 19%.
These scores are reported in percentiles. A percentile shows the percentage of students who fell below a particular score on the test. For
example, a percentile of 60 would show that the average student in
our school scored equal to or better than 60 percent of all students
who took the test.

Other Measures

These tests measure the ability of our students to use knowledge in each subject. Kentucky's tests rate
student performance using four categories: Novice, Apprentice, Proficient, and Distinguished. These
categories translate into a scale of 0146, with 100 being considered proficient. The state goal for all
schools is-I00 by the year 2014. This chart compares our district's performance, including academic
indices and the percent qf our students scoring novice, apprentice, proficient and distinguished (P/D).
with all the other districts in Kentucky.

Other measures of district performance are the degree
to which our district succeeds in getting students to
come to school, our dropout rate, and the degree to
which our graduates successfully move on to higher
education or jobs. Another measure is the retention
rate, which reflects the percent of students who were
not academically ready to go on to the next grade and
had to repeat the content of a grade for another year.
This data reflects our performance during the 20022003 school year.

6th Grade Reading
6th Grade Language Arts
6th Grade Mathematics

State

719file
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District
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Reading (4th)

The goal

National Norm Referenced
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Our district does not thscriannate on the basis of race, color, national ori
gin, sex, age or disability in employment or provision of services.
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cis:A Tr-czelitiorz
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Attendince
Rate .

Retention
Rate

District . 95.1%
State
94.3%

I .34
3.4%

Dropout
Rate
i
11.6'4
2.2%

TRANSITION TO ADULT LIFE
Vot/Tech Wort &
Six
Traira Pan-Tint Suaentil
, Stint
District 60.5%. 0%, 26.9% 1.7%
5%
5.9',
State 54.8% 2.9% 26.N' 4.9% 6.7%
4% •
College

Mikan

Writ

State Contest Results:
Academic/Speech, Band, Chorus,and Orchestra
The strong tradition of excellence continues to he
exemplified in.our student achievements. Two outstanding Juniors from MHS attended the
International Space School in Houston. TX with students from other countries spanning the globe. The
Spanish Club finished first at Regional Foreign
Language Festival. We are proud of our first place
awards by the History and Chemistry Clubs. FBLA
placed 5th at State. along -with achieving Region I
FBLA Reporter. Bronze Key Chapter. National
Membership Achievement Award, and Recruitment
Award. PAM Cheerleaders placed 2nd at All-A State
Tournament. Girls Softball earned a hid to All-A State
Tournament. MHS Track Team earned a hid at State
and returned with 10 medals. Fifteen students earned
State Skills Standards Certificates in Administrative
Support Services. Financial Services, Technology
Education/Pre-Engintaming and Communication. Our
MES STLP team won the Murray State University
Regional Showcase competition and received the
opportunity to attend the state KTLC conference in
Louisville. Tiger Tales, a student anthology of writings and illustrations. continues to he a proud tradition at MES. Our middle school academic team were
region champion. Our 6-8 grade Academic Team
qualified for state. The Chess Team won regionals
and placed 4th in the state. The MMS STLP ta4
placed at state. Of course, we are proud to reflect to.
scones in our region and in our state.
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Much on line for old rivals
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There always seems to be
something on the line when
long-time rivals Murray State
and Austin Peay meet on the
basketball floor.
And there's plenty at stake in
today's 1 p.m. nationally-televised (ESPN2) contest at Ole
Regional Special Events Center,
as both the Racers and
Governors find themselves jock-ying for position in a wild and
wacky Ohio Valley Conference
race.
The jumbled OVC standings
ently feature five • teams
n two games or less of coers Samford and Tennessee
h, which sit atop the league
,With identical 8-3 records.
A large pacleOf contenders
follow, with Murray, Peay,
Southeast Missouri State and
Eastern Kentucky all deadlocked in a four-way tie for second place at 7-4. Tennessee
State (6-5), which plays at
SEMO tonight, can improve its
standing with a win over the
Redhawks.
Four different league teams
- EKU, Southeast, Tech and
Samford - have defeated the
Racers this season. Two of
MSU's losses - to SEMO and
Tech - have come in the past
two games, as Murray has
dropped back-to-back home
contests for the first time since
January 2003.
The Racers, who were once
nearly invincible at the seven-year-old RSEC, have already
lost three home games this season after falling just once in

'

Tip-oft 1 p m
Site: RSEC
Series reoortl:
MSU leads 66-34
Last meeting:
MSU 66, AP 60,
March 6, 2004, In
Nashville. Term.
Coaches: (Mick
Cronin (40-15, 2nd
season), Murray
Slate. Dave Loos
15th
(229-205.
season), APSU
Bob
with
ESPN2
TV/Radto:
Carpenter and Bob Wenzel. Racer
Radio Network (Froggy 103 7 FM)
with Neel Bradley'andNathan Higdon

familiar surroundings during the
2003-04 campaign.
Whether at home or on the
road, MSU desperately needs to
get back on the winning track.
The losing team today will be in
jeopardy offalling all the way to
sixth place in the standings.
making the prospects of a firstround home game in next
month's OVC Tournament that
much tougher to secure with
only four league dates remaining on the schedule.
In the history of the conference* current postseason format, the Racers have never
begun tournament play on the
road and have never failed to
reach at least the semifinal
round.
The league tournament is
where Murray and Austin Peay
have been regular dance partners throughout the years.
The Racers - who lead the
all-time series between the two
schools 66-34 - have squared
off against the Goys 14 times in
postseason play, winning eight

Lakers
edge past
Graves,
32-31
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Ky.
MAYFIELD,
Calloway County junior guard
Jererni Bumpus's putback with
lets than a minute to go gave the
Lakers a thrilling 32-31 victory
over the Graves County Eagles
Friday night at
Eagles'
la the
Nest.
Following
Bumpu,'s
heroics,
h Id
CCHS
43'ff a last-second, game-winning
3-point attempt by Graves
County to remain unbeaten in
First Region play.
Senior guard Chase Futrell
picked the pocket of the Eagles'
Zech Sims at halfcourt and went
in for a layup in the final ticks.
He missed the shot, but Bumpus
- who tied fellow teammate
Trey Tindell with a team-high
12 points - was there for the
putback.
"It was a very heady play by
Chase," Calloway head coach
Terry Birdsong said. "Luckily
for us. Jeremi was in the right
place at the right time."

•See LAKERS Page 2B

Klope among
three to leave
UK football
LEXINGTON, Ky..(AP) Three players, including one
who started at times last season,
have left Kentucky's football
team, coach Rich Brooks said
Friday.
Sophomore linebacker Brad
Booker and redshirt freshman
tackle Eric Klope did not return
to Kentucky for the spring
semester, while sophomore
guard Joe Brady has given up
the sport. Brooks said.
Booker, from Smiths Grove,
played in all 11 games last season for Kentucky, finishing with
29 tackles. He became a starter
during the middle of the
Wildcats' 2-9 campaign.
lope, from West Paducah,
played in nine games, mostly on
special teams. Brady, from Fort
Mitchell, played in one game
last season.

of those games. The average
margin of victory in those
matchups has been less than
eight points.
The two old foes have met in
the OVC finals on four occasions, with MSU winning three
times - including last year's
66-60 decision over an APSU
squad that posted a perfect 16-0
record in regular-season conference play.
The Goys (9-14, 7-4) haven't
been quite as good this season.
dropping three of four league
games last month. However,
Peay has recently rebounded to
capture four wins in its last five
games, including a 67-63 overtime decision at TennesseeMartin on Thursday.
Much like the Racers, APSU
finds itself in the thick of the
conference race despite undergoing a substantial turnover in
its roster from a year ago. The
Goys returned just one startersenior guard Anthony Davis from last year's ultra-successful
22-10 finish.
Of course, MSU is with little
doubt the youngest and most
inexperienced team in the
league, playing with only one
player who wore a blue and gold
uniform last season.
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo

Trey
State's
Murray
shot
a
for
looks
(0)
Pearson
over Tennessee Tech's
Willie Jenkins (34) during
Thursday's contest at the
RSEC. The Racers have
lost two straight at home
for the first time since
January 2003.

iooay
Tip-oft: 2 p m
Site. Rupp Arena
Leiungton. Ky
record:
Series
leads
Kentucky
011,
103-21
Last meeting: Kentucky 76. Georgia
55. Jan 15. 2005. Athens, Ga
Coaches: Dennis Felton 423-27 second season 123-81 seventh season
overall). Georgia. Tubby Smith (20954 eighth season 333-116. 14th season overall) Kentucky
Radio/Television: Jetterson Pilot
Sports. with Tom Hammond and Joe
Dean. Georgia Bulldog Radio Network.
with Scott Howard arid Jett Dantzier
University of Kentucky Radio Network
with Torn Leach M.he Pratt arii Dave
Baker
Probable starting lineups;
F-Steve
1-9):
Georgia (7-13,
Newman. 83 ppg. 3.9 reg. C-Dave
FASS. 66 ppg. 55 rpg. G-Channing
Toney 10.8 ppg. 30 tog. G-Kevin
Brophy. 4 1 ppg, 1 2 roc, G-Sundiata
Games. 11 9 ppg. 30 apg
Kentucky (18-2, 9-0): F-Chuck Hayes_
109 ppg. 9.0 rpg. F-Kelenna Azubuike
14.6 ppg, 4.7 rpg. C-Randolph Morns
86 ppg 3.6 rpg. G-Rajon Rondo. 87
ppg, 3.0 apg, G-Patrick Sparks. 11 2
ppg. 4 5 apg

Rondo's
passion
pleasant
surprise
for Smith

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
knew Rajon Roildo had talent_
It's what Smith didn't know
about Rondo that has made the .
coach appreciate his freshman
point guard even more.
Rondo. Smith said, studies
the game like he plays it- with
abandon. Rondo's development
is a key reason No. 5 Kentucky
Southeastern
9-0
(18-2.
Conference) has won eight in a
row heading into its game
Saturday against Georgia 171-9).
Marshall County 74
Rondo has 50 steals. breakLADY TIGERS 48
ing the 'Kentucky freshman
08 08 15 17-48
Murray
record once held by Keith
16 21 10 27- 74
Maisnall
In SEC play, the 6-footBogans.
Mikray (15-9)- Thurman 13. Volp 11,
is averaging 11.6 points
Rondo
1
Garland 6. Sears 2, Dunn 8. Huston 6.
per game and has outrebounded
Elias. Scarborough 2, Cunningham.
By MICHAEL DANN
Jenkins, Linzy. Bledsoe.
the Wildcats' other freshman
FG: 21-45. 3-point FG: 2-8(Dunn) FT:
Sports Wnter
starter. 6-10 center Randolph
11
4-5 Rebounds. 14 Fouls
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. Morris, 36 to 23.
P
6,
Marshall Co. (15-7) - Singery
Calling dead spirits on a Ouija
Doom.14. Creason 13, Gipson 1. Fisk
Rondo's progress is due in
board might be considered an
6, Canup 13, Leonard, Gann 5. A.
part to the fact he.is a
good
Bellamy,
14
Doom 2. Mitchell. Bock
Urban Legend. The notion that
Smith said.
rat,"
"gym
Smith,
having a letdown after the All
FG: 32-53. 3-point FG: 1-1 (Gann). FT:
passion for basket- .
Rondo's
"A" Classic can't be consid9-12. Rebounds: 31 Fouts: 9
pleasant surprise."
a
"is
ball
ered in the same breath.
talks the game
"He
Murray
led
said.
Smith
Thurman
Lisa
At least if your Murray
the coaches
and
and
points
13
players
h
the
with
team-hig
a
with
coach
Hig-h girls' basketball
the time.
all
double
into
questions
got
asks
Volp
and
Breanna
head coach Rechelle Turner.
help.
a
big
11.
That's
with
figures
Turner, whose Lady Tigers
Marshall County jumped
"Your point guard is like a
returned from the state tournathe
as
lead
8-0
quick
a
to
out
ck. You watch a guy
quarterba
ment for small schools with a
their first
missed
Tigers
Lady
Manning or (Tom)
Peyton
like
the
out
started
1-1 record;
and
commitgoal
on
shots
two
guys are always on
those
Brady,
week on a high note by taking
The Lady
..
turnovers
four
looking over the
ted
sideline,
the.
ip
Fellowsh
care of Christian
first
the
out
closed
Marshals
o the receivers.
talkinvt
plays,
School. But they fell hard to
37a
took
and
16-8
up
It's the same
quarter
linemen.
to
talking
Friday
Marshall County 74-48
16 lead into the locker room.
on a basketball court.
way
night when .Fourth District
•
V
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A Whitney Sears bucket
That's what Rajon does. I've
bragging rights were on the
Lady Tiger junior guard Christina Dunn gets tied up with 4:37 to play in the second
been more impressed with that
line.
•
l County Friday night in period got Murray High to
Marshal
of
Creason
Leah
with
1 am with anything."
than
Murray High could have all
sium.
Marshall
Gymnsa
but
nder
points,
11
within
Rondo has played for three
but locked up the top seed in the second half at Reed-Co
started a 12-0 run that
schools in three years- first at
the district tournament with a one will come out and get you. four players in double figures, County
concluded with 1:23 to play as
Louisville Eastern High School,
win, but 14 turnovers and a 31"1 hate to say it, but maybe as Presley Doom and Jessie Doom's deuce gave the Lady
then at national prep power Oak
14 differential on the boards it was the All 'A' letdown," Bock tied for game-high hona 35-12 advantage.
Hill Academy in Mouth of
were like the Lady Tigers Turner said. "You try to stay ors with 14 points. Leah Marshals
Tigers turned the
Lady
The
Wilson. Va., before arri•ving at '
going into a dark bathroom and away frptn it, but sometimes Creason and Janie Canup each
the first
in
times
10
over
rock
Kentucky as part of a Wildcats'
three
saying "candyman"
finished with 13 points for the
you can't help it."
ballyhooed recruiting class that
times.
Marshall County (.15-7) put Lady Marshals
See MHS Page 2B
III
three McDonald's Allincluded
The legend says that someAmerica players.
Selleior forward Chuck Hayes
had grown accustomed to the
play of now-departed point
guard Cliff Hawkins. Hayes said
he was somewhat unsure of
Rondo at first but said theitreshBy MICHAEL DANN
15ttem
man has learned Smith's.
Marshall County 78
Sports Writer
TIGERS 37
quickly.
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.- It might
08-37
"You've got high standards,
10
07
12
have been Senior Night at Reed-Conder Murray
22- 61
26
14
16
got procedures. you've
you've
Marshall
Gymnasium. But while the Marshall Away(8-13)-Zirbel 6. Hudson 4. Witson, Trice
ons that you feel
expectati
got
Rollins
2,
loyalists paid tribute to their out-going 7, Bradenburg. McCuiston. To Masthay
has to meet,"
position
that
4
7, Buck 2. Jackson
ballplayers, one Marshall County hoop- 5. Parker-Bet Ti Masthay
said.
Hayes
FG: 15-45. 3-point FO: 2-11 (Trice, Rollins) Fr 5ster decided to have his own party.
9 Rebounds 29 Fouls 27
Rondo has "turned into a true
Daniel Ard scored a game-high 34 Marshall Co.(13-9)- Art1 34, Payne, CroUse 18.
guard." Hayes said. "By
point
Palmer
4
Fnzzelt
points and pulled down 10 rebounds for Donohoo 4. Newcombe8,
better and progressgetting
6. Allbritton, Lithram, Brown,, Smith,
him
Williams
party
out
a double-double in a coming
Spiceiand 4. Williams FG: 27-49 3-point FG: 4it only helps out
game.
every
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of sorts for the 6-foot-6, 210-pound 10 (Crouse, Newcomb 2. Fnzzell) FT: WO
the ball is in
because
team,
the
Rebounds: 30 Fouts: 15
junior.
of the
percent
75
about
his
hands
On the flip side, two of Murray
quarter, leaving the
last
the'
through
time."
High's most dominant contributors
Tigers with very little scoring punch.
League opponents also are
seniors Tim Masthay and Cory Zirbel
double figures.
reached
player
MHS
No
ng respect for Rondo's
developi
--pitlyed much of the game in foul
Masthay and Kenneth Trice each
Rondo had 12 points
After
play.
the
for
well
bode
didn't
trouble. That
tossed in seven points, while Zirbel finand a season-high eight assists
visiting Tigers as the Marshals built a
ished with six and a team-high seven
in a win over Vanderbilt. Vainly
30-19 lead at the intermission and
boards.
guard Mario Moore praised
to
edger
cruised to a 78-37 victory.
played a bi part of it."
trouble
"Foul
Rondo's ability to penetrate the
Blake
310Zirbel, Murray High's '6-6,
Murray High sophomore guard
Murray High coach Dan.JUJson said.
and make good decisions.
lane
the
in
out
of
fouled
defense
player,
the
post
pound
McCuiston drives around
"When Tim and Zirbel were out of the
Masthay
quick and he has the
e.
"He's
Meanwhil
quarter.
the
in
fourth
Crouse
Rayne
Marshall County's
game. it really hurt us. Once we got
half
a
on
second
string," Moore said.
the
of
ball
Most
second half Friday night at Reed-Conder was sidelined
"It's hard to get a deflection on
picking up his fourth foul midway •See TIGERS Page 2B
after
Gymnasium.
the ball."

Lady Tigers suffer letdown
Top district seed
eludes MHS in
loss at Marshall

Tiger seniors held in check
as Marshall rolls to victory
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Pitino waxes nostalgic
TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
9:30 a.m.
SPEED - NASCAR. Nextei Cup.
Practice for Daytona 500, part I, at
Daytona Beach. Fla
12:30 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR Nextel Cup.
practice tor Daytona 500, part II, at
Daytona Beach. Fla
3 pm.
SPEED - ARCA. Advance Discount
Auto Parts 200. at Daytona Beach, Fla
7 p.m.
FOX - NASCAR. Nextel Cup.
Budweiser Shootout. at Daytona
Beach, Fla
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 NHRA. qualifying for
Winternationals. at Pomona, Calif
(same-day tape)
GOLF
a.m.
TGC - European PGA Tour, New
Zealand Open_ third round, at
Auckland. New Zealand isame-day
tape)
2 p.m.
CBS - PGA Tour, Pebble Beach
National Pro-Am, third round, at
Pebble Beach, Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN - Notre Dame at Pittsburgh
ESPN2- Ball St at Buffalo

Noon
CBS - National coverage. Wisconsin
at Illinois
12:30 p.m.
ABC - Regional coverage Florida St
at Wake Forest. Oklahoma at Missoun,
or at 3 m Pacific Washington St. at
Oregon

A

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Members of including leading scorer Francisco Garcia, box
Louisville's 1980 national championship team scores from his best Kentucky teams to illustrate
will be introduced at halftime of the Cardinals' how effectively the Wildcats used to shut down
game with South, Florida on Saturday, capping a opponents' top scoring threats, like Alabama's
week of events marking the silver anniversary of Latrell Sprewell and Wake Forest's Tim Duncan.
the achievement.
Garcia, averaging 16 points per game, went 1The current Cardinals (20-4, 8-2 Conference for-8 in the loss to Memphis and has shot just 35
USA) are coming off their worst home defeat in percent in Louisville's last three games.
four years '- an 85-68 thrashing by Memphis"I don't want Francisco getting down because
and coach Rick Pitino is using some nostalgia of his eyes were getting big as I was showing him
his own to help his team bounce back.
Sprewell and all these guys," Pitino said. -That's
Pitino had individual meetings with each of his what happens in college ball, if that Learn makes
players on Thursday. He showed several of.them, up its mind."

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 .1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS•MURRAY,KY
KFLtmurray.com
e-mail: iauart alcaander i•kvfbin..pom
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•MHS
From Page 1B
half and were out-rebounded 147.
• In Turner's opinion, the game
was over at halftime. Her Lady
Tigers were 7-of-18 from the
field, while Marshall County
was firing with dead-eye precision, shooting 15-of-25 from the
floor.
'You have to give Marshall
County all the credit. They came
out and took it to us. They kriew
what was at stake tonight, and
their kids answered the challenge," Turner added. "My kids
... I don't know? I honestly don't
know?"

The long-time Lady Tiger
The Lady Tigers did outscore
coach, who's walked the side- Marshall County 14-10 in the
lines for Murray High for the third quarter to pull.to within 16
last nine years, said this is not (47-31), but it wouldn't be
the same MHS team that she's enough to overcome the insurcoached tei a 15-9 record, and mountable
lead
Marshall
it's not the same squad that she County had established.
has worked with all year.
"We wanted to come out and
"I'm embarrassed by the make it a respectable game, but
effort we gave tonight. We've they took advantage of every
been in big game situations all mistake that we made, and we
year and we've always pulled made several. Like I said, I'm
through,:' Turner said. "I've just really, really disappointed,"
complimented our senior leader- noted Turner. 'This is a team
ship .all year and bur ability to that has had their backs against
get upior these big games, but the wall several times and came
we weren't ready. We weren't out fighting. Tonight, Marshall
ready emotionally, we weren't just knocked us out."
ready physically."

1 p.m.

ESPN - Richmond at George
Washington
ESPN2- Austin Peay at Murray St
2:30 p.m.
ABC - Regional coverage. California
at Stanford, Cincinnati at DePaul. or
Colorado at Kansas
3 p.m.
ESPN - Michigan St. at Michigan
ESPN2- Va Commonwealth at Old
Dominion
5 p.m.
ESPN2- Creighton at S Illinois
7 p.m.
FSN - Arizona at UCLA
8 p.m.
ESPN - Duke at Maryland
NBA
6 p.m. •
NBA TV - Orlando at Philadelphia
SKIING
2 p.m.
NBC - World Alpine Championships,
at Bormo Italy iincludes some sameday tape)
TRACK & FIELD
8 p.m.
ESPN2- Tyson Invitational, at
iayettevdle, Ark isame-day tape)
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

1 p.m.
FSN - Oklahoma St at Baylor
3 p.m.
Fssi - Teams TBA
5 p.m.
FSN - Teams TBA

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
1 p.m.
WFGE 103 7 FM, ESPN 2Racers vs Austin Peay
3:45 p.m.
WNW. 1340 AM- Lady Racers vs
Austin Peay

Subscribe

•Tigers ...
From Page 1B
down, we had no answer for
Ard."
Hudson eluded to his zone
defense as having "too 'many
holes in it." Marshall Como,
recognized it and putting Ard in
the post.
"That was the best that I've
seen Daniel Ard play all year. I
know that he's been going
through a little bit of a slump
lately, but he played well,"
Hudson said. "They've been
playing him on the perimeter.
Tonight, they stuck him down
low. I thought that was the key
to their game plan.
-We did a real poor job of
finding him in our zone. He was
real flashy .right in the elbow
area, catching the basketball
eight feet from the basket, giving us the shot fake and going
right to the basket."
Murray trailed the Marshals'
16-12 after the first period of
play. The Tigers' offensive woes
began to mount in thF second
frame when Zirbere up-andunder bucket with 5:15 to play
would be the last field goal for
the Tigers prior to halftime.
Marshall County commenced

an 8-0 run, with Ard contributing six of the points and finishing with 16 in the first half.
Hudson said that when
team's stop making shots on the
offensive end, the defense tends
to get-a little sluggish.
"If we made out shots, our
defense might have been a little
more intense. You cover some of
those holes," he added.
Marshall County (13-9) shot
a blistering 55 percent from the
floor, going 27-for-49, while
Murray was held to I5-of-45

from the field for 33 percent.
The Tigers (8-13) were
forced into 22 turnovers, with
Marshall converting that into 33
points and only seven miscues
of their own.
With tio .more district games
on the docket, it's a likely scenario that the two teams will
meet in the--first round of the
Fourth District Tournament the
first weekend of March.
"With the amount that they
beat us by, maybe they'll over
look us," Illudson concluded.

a 9 C.

Network

From Page 1B

The Heritage Solutions fifth and sixth grade Murray
Little League Basketball team recently captured the
league's 2005 regular-season and tournament championships, finishing the year undefeated. Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Brandon
Williams, Shawn Thweatt, Jeremiah Garland, (back
row) Mario Pannunzio, Mart& Foster, Robert Olive,
head coach Mark Vinson and David Vinson.
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Be bold, wear gold to support Hi:LACERS!
n Day!

Corporate Game 'Sponsor: e

Perry Co. Cent. 70, Knott Central 58
Prestonsburg 72, Betsy Layne 61
Pulaski Co. 88, Powell Co. 43
Reldland 50, Pad. Comm. Christian 39
Russell 58, Boyd Co. 51
Russell Co 78, Danville 80
Shelby Co. 66, North Hardin 52
Somerset 59, Corbin 57
Taylor Co. 40, /Aanon Co. 39
Trigg Co. 54, Crittenden Co. 50
Union Co. 56, Lyon Co. 41
Inchanapois University School, Ind., 67,
Lou. Collegiate 50
Warren Central 74, Greenwood 52
West Carte( 80, Montgorrnory Co. 58
Williamstown 77, Walton-Verona 72
Woodford Co 64, Anderson Co 43
Girls:
Aden Central 73, South Floyd 25
Ballard Memorial 86, Futton Go '43
Barren Co. 63, Warren East 37
Beth Haven 76, Heritage Academy 59
Betsy Layne 59, Prestonsburg 40
Calvary Christian 41, Dayton 23
Central Hardin 86, Bardstown 39
Corbin 62, Pineville 36
Crittenden Co. 59, Tngg Co. 41
Cumberland 60, Everts 43
Edmonson Co. 58, Rueseliville 45
Frankfin-Simp, 44, Cumberland Co. 35
Ft. Campbell 63, Providence 24
Fulton City 48, Carlisle Co. 40
Glasgow 66, Bowling Green 42
Greenwood 74, Warren Central 60
Harrison Co. 47, Simon Kenton 41
Heath 42, Lone Oak 39 OT
Harries 66. Ludlow 24
Hoplonsville 84, University Heights 44
John Hardin 58. Bethlehem 44
Ky School for the Deaf 44, North
Carolina School for the Deaf 28
LaRue Co. 58, Green Co 36
Leslie Co. 60. Hazard 56
Lex. Catholic 68, Pans 37
Lex. Paul Dunbar 40, Lax. Lafayette 38
Logan Co. 51, Mutdenborg South 34
Lou. Butler 67, Lou. Presentation 46
Lou. Central 58, Lou. Doss 34
Lou. Eastern 73, Lou. Atherton 39
Lou. Fern Creek 45, Lou. Moore 44
Lou. Holy Cross 58, Lou. Southern 39
Lou Sacred Heart 57, Mercer Co. 52
Madison Central TD, Estat Co. 34
Magoffin Co. 48, Johnson Central 47
Marshall Co. 74, Murray 48
Mason Co. 61, Nicholas Co 36
Mayfield 43, Hickman Co 28
McCreary Central 81, Lynn Camp 38
McLean Co. 110, Frederick Fraize 8
Mercer Co. 75, Lincoln Co. 70
Middlesboro 66, Knox Central 37
Monroe Co. 77, Metcalfe Co. 44
Muhlenberg N 78, Breckenndg• Co. 28
Nelson Co 45, Meade Co. 43
North Bullitt 58. Spencer Co. 29
North Oidharn 44, &Mitt Central 40
Raceiand 59, Lewis Co. 19
Reidland 43, Pad. Comm. Christian 27
Rockcastle Co. 75, North Laurel 35
Rowan Co. 53. Fleming Co. 42
Russell Co. &El, Carnpbeleiville 35
Taylor Co. 61, Marion Co,-52
Todd Central 48, Allen Co.-Scott. 41
Villa Madonna 60, Beeohwood 20
Vsituteheid Acad. 53, Lou. Christian 30
Whetesville Trinity SI, Butler Co 42
Woodford Co. 82. Lex. Henry Clay 63

Sims, who finished with 12
points for Graves, had a chance
to win the game with a trey at
the buzzer, but the shot wide
right and Tindell pulled down
the loose rebound for the win.
"We beat the hottest team in
the region" said Birdsong,
whose Lakers improve to 22-1
on the season.
Meanwhile, the Eagles fell to
15-7. "They had won eight of
their last nine (five in a row

since the suspension of Randon
Cavette). This was a big win for
Os on the road. It was just a nice
win."
Futrell finished with five for
Calloway County and T. J.
Hargrove tossed in three.
Graves County led at the end
of each quarter, taking a 9-8 lead
after the first and a 15-14 edge
into the locker room at halftime.
The Eagles led by as many as
four in the fourth quarter before
closing out the period up 24-23.

ECA finishes third at tourney
Warriors win two of three during Friday's play
Calumet Baptist (72-59) before
falling to Crestwood Christian
(48-43).
In Eastwood's first outing on
Friday, Jordan Harrell had a
monster game wit 14 points, 20
rebounds and eight blocks
against Calumet Baptist. Erick
4vtotAw\wwwidimovibviviobvivewriiikl* Ramsey followed with 13 points
and 11 rebounds, while Brandon
4
*
,.. Burgie tossed in 14 points.
,
Marcus Harrell had six points
Id
•
t
.
,ift
•
11
and nine rebounds, while Jon
Ill b. 4
,. Craig rounded out the scoring
II
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4
*
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.,•-.
, ,•_72omantic •
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4
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4
11
Coen/n.5for
s•
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*
you andyo
your
, 31-27 edge. The Warriors
4 extended that margin to 48-37
specialsomeone.
.2
*
after three periods if play before
v
•,.. r
..
closing
out the 13-point victory.
* I0% Off Sat., Sun., & Mon. after 4 p.m.,
/
Against Quinton Road,
4
..., for
° amiss enjoy our special decor with ...k
David Craig tossed in a game/.
only w/ coupon
candlelight, roses & balloons
: high 24 points. Jordan Harrell
Ramsey also notched dou$.. expires Mon 2/14
..., and
for Valentine's Day.
4 ble figures with 13 apiece.
Burgle tallied nine. The
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET with via a mil k
's
Warriors pushed out to an 11-8
a
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
lead after one quarter, led 28-26
i ft
at the intermission and 39-36 at
‘P
Mon.-Thurs. 100 a.m.-100 p.m.• Fri k Sat 1.30a.m.-11)00 p.m. iff
the end of three before earning
Sun.
10:30
La.
-10:00
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/
the win.
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Jordan Harrell paced ECA
4
,.. with 15 rebounds in the loss to
Crestwood. Ramsey had 14
`r
b 638 N. 12th St, Murray, KY 42071(between Office Depot It Goody's)
points and David Craig followed
"
with 13, while Btugie added 12.
. 4 • -••
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HAMMOND, Ind. Eastwood Christian Academy
claimed a third-place finish during their nine-game stay in the
Hammond Baptist Invitational

tournament.
The Warriors (23-5) competed their participation in the
event on Friday by winning/two
of three games-scoring victories over Quinton Road
Christian School (60-51) and

gt,

Racers 1:00 p.m.
Lady Racers 3:45 p.m.

Murray State Facility Apprecia

Friday's Games
'WY*:
Adair Co. 72, Clinton Co. 67 OT
Allen Co.-Scottavilie 84, Todd Co
Central 53
Bardstown 55, Central hiardin 48
Barren Co. 86, Warren East 44
Bath Co. 71, Berea 56
Berea 86, Bath Co 71
Beth Haven 86, Whrtefield Academy 63
Bishop Masan 85, Highlands 45
Boone Co 64, Rye)62
Boyle Co 60, Garrard Co. 51
Breathitt Co. 72, Lee Co. 55
Bockhorn 71, Red Bird 55
&Atilt East 76, Newport C. Catholic 49
Calloway Co. 32, Graves Co. 31
Casey Co. 83, Williamsburg 73
Clay Co. 68, Jackson Co. 51
Conner 61. Campbell Co 59
Coy Catholic 69, Scott 48
Deming 85, Model 77
East Carter 51, Rowan Co. 48
Elliot CO 51, Raceland 39
Evansville Day, Ind., 76, W. Tnnity 41
Everts 51, Cumberland 49
Fairview 74, Ironton St. Joe, Ohio 47
Frankfort 68, Western Hills 60
Franklin Co. 64, Washington Co- 45
Franidin-Simp. 85. Cumberland Co. 42
Frederick Fraize 76, McLean Co. 67
Ft. Campbell 67, Dawson Soros. 6407
Futton Co. 64, Ballard Memorial 40
Glasgow 51, Bowling Green 50
Grant Co. 72, Owen Co. 58
Hancock Co 60, Apollo 52
Harrison Co. 75, Nicholas Co. 33
Hart Co. 82, Campbellsvitie 74
Heritage Academy 70, CFS 43
Holmes 66. Dixie Heights 59 OT
HopkinsviHe 78. Univ. Heights 76 OT
John Hardin 79, Bethlehem 31
Johnson Central 51, Magoffin Co. 36
June Buchanan 81. Corchla 76 OT
Knox Central 79. Middlesboro 72
LaRue Co. 57, Green Co. 47
Lawrence Co. 44, Morgan Co. 42
Leslie Co. 57, Oneida Baptist 54
Lex. Bryan Station 57, Tates Creek 52
Lax. Catholic 71, Shelby Valley 55
Lex. Christian 56, tzex Sayre 43
Lloyd Memorial 52, St. Patrick 35
Logan Co. 65, Muhlenberg South 58
Lone Oak 72, Heath 51
Lou. Ballard 53, Lou. Trinity 44
Lou. Brown 64, Burgin 56
Lou. DeSales 65, Lou. Butler 32
Lou. Manual 64, Lou. Seneca 32
Lou. Eastern 72, Lou. Atherton 45
Lou. Fern Creek 73, Lou. Moore 69
Lou. Jefftown 80, Lou. Waggoner 35
Lou. Southern 57, Lou. Holy Cross 40
Madison Central 72, Wayne Co. 51
Marshall Co. 78. Murray 37
Mason Co. 55, George Rogers Clark 51
McCreary Central 77, Lynn Carr 64
Meade Co. 88, *Nan Co. 47
Mercer Co. 86, Lincoln Co. 55
Monroe Co. 61, Metcalfe Co. 57
Muhlenberg N. 64 Breckenridge Co 56
Muhienberg South 68, Logan Co. 65
Newport 89, St Henry 58
North Carolina School for the Deaf 74,
Ky. School for the Deaf 64
North Laurel 52, Rockcastle Co 48
O'boro Catholic 64, Daviess Co. 63
eOwsley Co. 64. Jackson City 55
Paintsviee 79, Sheldon Clark 74
Paul Blazer 82, Greenup Co. 54
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ever.
first
the
on
sunrise
simply made from a single post a bird at
last year as the
chapter
ing
hownoted,
be
should
It
day.
on
topped by an angled board
e the addi- company failed to produce a
which to rest papers. There is ever, that to facilitat
a and to trophy worthy of placement in
Alabam
to
trips
tional
but one row of hard, wooden
s with the family/trophy room.
relation
chairs in the front of the room; improve strained
This was partly because I
return
not
did
I
chair,
board
the
In one of those chairs sits the
a long shot at a good
missed
final
y until the
audience in its entirety — my afield in Kentuck

buck early in the season. To
lessen the likelihood of similar occurrences. I have submitted a ca al purchase request
for the acqu ition of a new
deer rifle.(Co ternation is visible'on the Chairman's face.)
To offset the acquisition, I
propose that the Chair approve
consideration of a new bedroom suite according to her
specifications.
"Concerning the company's
newest enterprise — waterfowl hunting — we enjoyed
tremendous success in Tennessee in collaboration with
the duo of Doctors Heskett and
Young.
Our speculative venture into
duck-bole development on the
Chairman's father's farm in
Carlisle County enjoyed a 100percent increase in ducks taken
(1), and a 43-percent increase
in geese (7). It is the opinion
of the company that these
increases justify the expense
of maintaining a pit-blind and
several dozen life-like duck
and goose decoys.
"The company has enjoyed
certain milestones and other
related accomplishments during the past year. Granddaughter Raeanne was a guest of
the company on her third annual turkey hunting trip to Alabama. Total grandsons' increased
33 percent last year with the
addition of Tyler (No. 3), and
granddaughters are expected to
increase by 50 percent (2) by
March 1.
"On the media front, 2004
saw the company's first arti-

cle published in the September issue of North American
Whitetail magazine. The company hopes to build -On this
succes's" in the coming year.
Of course, the company will
continue to provide outdoor
commentary in each Saturday's
edition of the Murray Ledger
and Times at the pleasure of
their publisher, "Mrs. Rouse.
"The company's goals for
the upcoming season include
building on the success of the
2004 turkey season, acquiring
another trophy deer for the
family/trophy room, expansion
of the duck-hole venture and
submissiOn of additional writ..
ten material for national publication. (The wooden -chair
creaks and the Chairman peers
over the top of her glasses as
only a seasoned educator can
peer. Continuing. I elect to
depart from my prepared text.I
"First priority shall be given
to domestic issues such as
painting, landscaping and the
acquisition of strategic house
hold items to include furniture
and appliances."
I don't know whether that
worked or not. After expressing my gratitude once again
for the Chairman's audience
and presenting her with the
annual token of the company
appreciation — an incarnation
of precious metals and valuable stones — I adjourned the
meeting after fielding but a
single question from the Chairman of the Board: "Where shall
we begin our search for the
new bedroom suite?"
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FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office (M)936-6600
Cell:(270) 293-8086
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Combined Experience and Excellence
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WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
Reereatisoat-dotiterk facet
the highest ride., ofrdying
in boating accidents Our-:
ing the winter months.:
according to the most recent:
U.S. Coast Guard statistics,:
though fewer accidents ;
occur during those months.
Nearly one quarter of
all boatiag accidents reported in Nosember and December 2003 resulted in a fatal-,
ity. This is compared with:
seven percent in July
the busiest month for recreational boating activity.
"Many boaters believe::
• the risks are highest dur:::
ing the warmer months'
when waterways are more
crowded," said Rear Adm.::
J.W. Underwood, U.S;;
Coast Guard director ot:
operations policy. -Our sta.::
tistics show the opposite:- boaters are most at risk.
of dying during the cold;
or months. Boating safety should be a concern
throughout the entire year,
not just during peak boating season."
Hypothermia is the leading cause of cold-water
boating fatalities and the
eginutry mason the fatality
rate is higher in Winter.
Hypothermia is caused
a decrease in the core
body temperature to a level
at which normal muscular.
and cerebral functions are'
itapaired.
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Spring forest fire hazard season starts Tuesday
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The spring lation of fuel in our forests," Kentucky
forest fire hazard season begins Feb. 15 Division of Forestry Director Leah
in Kentucky. Until it ends April 30, MacSwords said.
burning within 150 feet of a woodland
"This heavy accumulation could creor brushland is illegal from 6 a.m. to 6
ate a very dangerous situation,"
p.m. daily.
MacSwords said. -This year, more than
Forests already ras aged by southern
pine beetles have been further damaged ever, citizens who live in and around
by ice storms, and three previous fire our state's woodlands should take extra
seasons have been unusually light. The precautions to ensure their property is
result has been "a very heavy accumu- safe from wildfire."

The national Firewisc Communities
Program recommends keeping at least a
30-foot mowed buffer area around
homes, water hoses long enough to
reach around houses, decks enclosed to
keep out dried leaves, and firewood
stacked away from houses.
Information
is
available
at
www.firewise.ky.gov and www.firewise.org.

Arson is the leading
f forest
500,000(
cause Lon
fires in Kentucky. Wildland
ists
have burned nearly
acres of
Kentucky's forests in the past five
years. Suspected arsonists should be
reported to the Target Arson Hotline at
1-800-27-ARSON, any local law
enforcement 'office or the division.
Callers to the Target Arson hotline can
remain anonymous and are eligible for
a cash reward if the information leads

to an arrest and indictment.
Safety precautions should be taken
and weather conditions considered
before conducting any outdoor burning
Check with your local fire department,
the Kentucky Division for Air Quality
and the Kentucky Division of Waste
Management to ensure compliance with
local and other state outdoor burning
regulations.

A Number of Important Issues

Photo provided

Clarks River National Wildlife Refuge Friends Association members meet with Sen.
Mitch McConnell. R-Ky.

Clarks River group visits Washington
WaSHINGTON DC - Members of the Clarks
Riser National Wildlife Refuge Friends
Association in Benton traveled to the Nation's
capital to join community leaders from 44 other
states around the country to advance wildlife consersation ssithin their local areas and respective

was established in 2004 to unite area volunteers it
support of the refuge's wildlife conservation,
recreation, and education programs. The refuge
is currently 8,500 acres in size with a goal of
approximately 18,000 acres. The refuge is located
in Marshall, McCracken, and Graves counties in
western Kentucky.
states.
According to William Hartwig, Chief of the
Doug Gals en. Happy Chambers, Shelly Morris,
and Clarks River Refuge Manager Michael National Wildlife Refuge System, "More than 40
Johnson attended the 2005 Refuge Friends million people visit. National Wildlife Refuges
Conference to gather skills and information,to each year, and the 40.000 volunteers, most of them
enable them to better support the Clarks River Friends group members, help us meet the needs of
refuge and wildlife conservation. While in these visitors to ensure they have the best experiWashington.- the also vkited with Sen. Mitch ence possible.
The Clarks River National Wildlife Refuge was
McConnell and Rep. Ed Whitfield's staff to
evil:Ns him important they believe the refuge and established in 1998 and is the only National
the National •Wildlife Refuge System is to conser- Wildlife Refuge located in the state of Kentucky.
s ation, recreation, and the community and to The most significant resource values of this refuge
thank them for their past and future support for the are the wetland habitat complexes formed by the
river, creeks and beaver ponds of the area. This
Clarks Riser project.
The Clarks.River Friends Association is in its natural wetland ecosystem has high wildlife habiformative stages of development, but members tat values for deer, turkey and especially migratoy birds. The management objectives of the refuge
plan to provide support to the Clarks River Refuge
that promotes the refuge's conservation goals and are to provide quality habitat that enhances the
fosters community wildlife related recreation and diversity of wildlife within the Clarks River floodplain. to provide wintering habitat for waterfowl,
education. The group has just begun accepting to provide
nesting habitat for wood ducks, to promemberships and will conduct a membership vide habitat
for non-game migratory birds, such as
drive beginning in April: •
the Kentucky warbler, and to promote opportuni"Everyone, in some form or fashion, within a ties for wildlife-dependent recreation.
community appreciates the outdoors and what it
Refuge lands are open to the public all year.
adds.- said Galyen. President of the Association. Additional information about the refuge or the
"The knowledge gained from this conference is Refuge Friends Association is available by congoing to help the Clarks River Friends Association tacting the Clarks River National Wildlife Refuge
improve their conservation efforts and reach out to at 270-527-5770 or visiting the main office locatother outdoor enthusiasts."
•
ed on Highway MI, between Benton and
The Clarks River Refuge Friends Association Draffenville.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — This
week saw the Senate confronting a number of important
issues. We passed an early
reading intervention bill, a new
born
screening
bill, a bill
to combat
methamphetamine
abuse, and
a bill to
implement
a cancer
drug
Report from repository,
among
other bills.
Frankfurt
We also
By Sen. Ken
passed a
Winters
bill to help,
R-Murray
protect our
grain farmers.
Senate Bill 19, the
Governor's Read-to-Achieve
Initiative passed the Senate
with bipartisan support after
passing the Education
Committee last week. This legislation creates the framework
that will enable all students to
read at grade level by tie end
of the primary program. The
ability to read is critical to lifelong learning -- this proven
program will help struggling
readers.
Senate Bill 24 provides the
funding for the expanded testing of newborns for 22 additional heritable diseases. This
legislation will help catch often
fatal disorders so they can be
treated early. Early detection
can and does save babies' lives.
Senate Bill 63 will combat
methamphetamine production.
This legislation is important to
not only protect children from
being exposed to the poisonous
production of this heinous drug

but also make it more difficult
to buy the essential ingredient
necessary to manufacture it.
Senate Bill 23 would allow
unopened medicines that are no
longer needed by the people
they were prescribed to be
donated to a program that
would provide medicine to
Kentuckians who can't afford to
buy it on their own. A pharmacist would inspect any medicine
donated to the program before
it's re-distributed to ensure that
the medicine is unopened and'
not contaminated. Currently,
state law requires that prescription medicine be disposed of
when it's no longer needed by
the person it was prescribed to.
This will provide invaluable
help to those people who are in
desperate need of medications
but are unable to afford them.
Finally. I am the primary
sponsor of Senate Bill 68 which
also passed the Senate
Agricultue Committee with
bipartisan support. SB 68 will
help protect our grain farmers
by raising the cap of the Grain
Insurance Fund from $3 million
to $4 million (currently at $3.95
million). After reaching the $4
million level the farmers would
no longer be charged for grain
insurance. Only in'the case
where the grain insurance fund
drops below the $3 million
level will the farmer ever he
charged a grain insurance fee.
The grain insurance fund
ensures that grain producers are
not -harmed financially by a
warehouse failure.
On the budget front, the
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee is continuing to meet to discuss the state's
needs. The House of
Representatives is currently
ilooking at the budget proposal
nd should be sending us their

LRC Photo

Senator Ken
State
R-Murray,
Winters,
addresses the Senate on
Monday concerning senate
bill 46. This bill, which
passed 35-0, reorganizes
the Education Cabinet and
Is one of six reorganization
bills that passed through
the Senate on Monday.
Winters, chairman of the
Senate Education
Committee, represents the
1st district which includes
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Lyon and
Trigg.
proposition by the late next
week. Then I will have a
chance to make sure that the budget reflects the 1st District's
values.
This is an important time in
Frankfort. Please do not hesitate to call, write, or email me.
I want to know what your priorities are.

TOM'S GRILLE
1501 N. 12t1-i St. • 753-4521
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Records audit results parallel neighboring states

Aikociated Press, citizen and
that
documents
in November 2004 granted audi- requested
By HENRY S. ACKERMAN
l
a
press coalitions in 10 states were
a411641 4146111110 ,V
tors' requests to view crime included city police reports,
0.41.1.11111111411.
Associated Press Writer
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O
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41111104110
county sheriff's incident reports,
1110.41,111
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — reports.
state groups planning
other
four
111/11• 90.
In Ohio, under an audit per- school district and zoning board
Public records audits done in
year.
this
Audits
percent of
Kentucky. Indiana, Ohio and formed by half the state's daily documents came 67
Audits in some states have
Tennessee during the past year newspapers, The Associated the time.
10"r _le...444.4
produced some gains for public
In Indiana, requests for
Press
Ohio
the
showed similar results with two Press,
access.
s such as
notable exceptions — access to Association and other access access to document
In Indiana, after seven
40.1,7
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Indiana
•
•
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court records
access to supenntendent's salary auditors were granted crime logs and some
first statewide audit, the
the
with
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reports they sought 60 percent were granted in 67 percent of the
information in Ohio.
governor created the office of
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time.
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Kentucky's sheriffs and jail- of the time.
Public Access Counselor to help
In Ohio, however, where the
In Indiana, sheriffs provided
ers stood out among the four
resolve disputes.
law requires offistates canvassed for access to requested crime logs 60 percent public access
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nt Foundation survey
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In Tennessee, 65 percent of grant access, auditors received
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Statewide public records
the local police agencies 'Ur- favorable response 67 percent of
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to use agency copying equip- audits have been on the rise. not been as forthcoming."
veyed by the Tennessee the time.
According to a survey by The
In Tennessee, access to Indiana officials must either pro- ment.
Coalition for Open Government
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Due To A Record
Setting January,
We're Over Run
With Fresh Trades
At UNBELIEVABLE
LOW PRICES!
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SUV'S - VANS

04 Pontiac Aztec X5063

$23,900
$ 16,650
$23,900
$29,900
$ 16,900
$ 14,900
$ 1 2,900
$ 1 3,900

04 Chevy TrailBlazer

$ 18,900

$20,150

GO Astro Mark III

$25,995

05 Montana

$8,995
$ 16,900

02 Chevy Tahoe Z-71

01 GMC SLE, Low Miles
02 Nissan Frontier Ext. Cab,
Auto, Air, Low Miles

$ 1 6,900
$10,900

05 Chevy TrailBlazer 4 WD

00 Dodge Dakota Quad Cab 4 WD

$ 12,900

04 Buick Ranier Nay. - Sun Roof

04 Toyota Tacoma, 3,500 Miles
02 Nissan Frontier,
Super Charged Auto
03 Ford Explorer Sport Trac,
11,000 Miles, Very Nice

$ 1 11990

04 Buick Rendezvous

03 Mazda Tribute

$ 15,900
$ 18,900

04 Chevy 1500 Ext. Cab,4 WD
MANY MORE!

All

,
1-01/V Prices!

TRUCKS

04 Ford F-150 Ext. Cab,
New Body Style

Crecy
it Or? Site

01 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited
01 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo

04 Toyota Camry LE

$ 15,900

05 Nissan Altima 2.5 S,
3 To Choose From

$ 16,900

01 Honda Civic,
Auto., Air, LX

$ 1 0,900

02 Honda Accord SE,
Sunroof. Auto. 29,000 Miles

$ 15,900

04 Mitsubishi Dianante LS. Loaded

$ 1 7,900

03 Honda CRV, Auto

$ 15,900

02 Honda Accord EX,
Sunroof. Loaded

$ 1 6,900

MANY MORE!
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This Oscar season
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — contender, "Gangs of New
Academy Awards contenderr York," had 10 nominations but
demurely say it's nice just to be was shut out in every category.
While "The Aviator" took the
nominated. In this wide-open
Oscar season, just about any top dramatic prize at the Golden
nominee could end up winning. Globes, Scorsese lost the directThe Academy of Motion ing category to Clint Eastwood
Picture Arts and Sciences for the boxing saga "Million
announces nominations for the Dollar Baby." Yet Globe voters
77th Oscars on Tuesday. While had just named Scorsese best
the likely field of contenders has director two years ago for
been narrowed through previous "Gangs of New York," so they
Hollywood honors, a surprise or may have felt it was time for
two could pop up, and few cate- another nod to Eastwood, a pregories have clear-cut front-run- vious Globe winner for
"Unforgiven" and "Bird."
ners.
Eastwood and Scorsese both
With its Golden Globe win
nominated for the Directors,
are
potential
the
for best drama and
to lead the way with the most Guild prize, which has a solid
Oscar nominations, Martin record at predicting what filmScorsese's Howard Hughes saga maker will win the same honor
"The Aviator" probably will come Oscar night. Only six
establish itself as the nominal times since 1949 has the guild
winner failed to follow up with
early best-picture favorite.
best-director Oscar.
the
including
awards,
film
Other
"Sideways" won Globes for
the Directors Guild of America
prizes Jan. 29 and the Screen best musical or comedy and for
Actors Guild honors Feb. 5, will screenplay and is a likely conhelp sort out the leaders heading tender in the best-picture race
and other prominent Oscar catein to the Oscars on Feb. 27.
raises gories. Though laced with drauncertainty
The
intriguing questions for movie matic moments,the film's comic
fans who like to see Hollywood tone will be a handicap at the
make a horse race of its awards Oscars, where lighter stories
rarely prevail.
season.
On the acting front, dramaticOscar
probable
the
will
How
rematch between Hilary Swank actress Globe winner Swank for
and Annette Bening play out? "Million Dollar Baby" faces
Will Jamie Foxx maintain the another Oscar showdown with
best-actor momentum he has Bening, the. Globe winner for
had since the Ray Charles film musical or comedy for the
biography "Ray" premiered last show-business farce "Being
fall? What are the prospects for Julia." Five years ago, underdog
2004's critical darling, the road- - Swank in the low-budget "Boys
Don't Cry" won the Globe dratrip romance "Side w ay
among academy voters, who matic honor and the best-actress
tend to favor sober drama over Oscar over Bening, who had
been the front-runner for
comedy?
n Beauty."
"America
the
can
,
And most important
Other potential nominees
awards-marketing
savvy
machine at Mirarnax, which has include Paul Giamatti, Thomas
produced the best-picture win- Haden Church and Virginia
Cate
ners "Chicago.""Shakespeare in Madsen for "Sideways";
Love" and "The English Blanchett as Katharine Hepburn
Patient," finally secure an Oscar in "The Aviator"; Johnny Depp
as playwright J.M. Barrie in
for Scorsese?
Neverland"; Liam
"Finding
"It's been a weird practical
joke that the man hasn't won." Neeson and Laura Lirmey for
said Leonardo DiCaprio, who "Kinsey," the film biography of
starred in Scorsese's "Gangs of sex researcher Alfred Kinsey;
New York," won the Golden Imelda Staunton for the abortion
Globe for dramatic actor as drama "Vera Drake"; and Javier
Hughes in "The Aviator" and is Bardem for "The • Sea Inside,"
a likely best-actor nominee for based on the real-life story of
the Oscars. "A cruel practical euthanasia lobbyist Ramon
joke. It's like, you know, ridicu- Sampedro.
Foxx could snare two Oscar
lous. Enough said."
Scorsese, the man responsi- nominations, as lead actor for
ble for such films as "Raging the title role in "Ray" and supBull" and "GoodFellas," has porting actor for the hit-man
been nominated for best director thriller "Collateral." His eerie
four times and best screenplay emulation of Charles' movetwice, while three of his films ments, vocal cadences and
have scored best-picture nomi- understated slyness have estabnations. But he and his films lished Foxx as the man to beat in
have never won. His most recent the best-actor category.
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UPN sees sharp decline in viewers
By DAVID BAUDER

AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
UPN has seen a sharp ratings
drop for its six comedies that
appeal largely to blacks, and
isn't sure whether that reflects a
change in their popularity or
how viewers are counted.
Five of the six comedies,
which air on Monday or
Tuesday nights, have seen viewership go down by at least 10
percent since last year. according to Nielsen Media Research.
The single exception: "One
on One," which has benefited
from a move to a more desirable
Monday time slot. Still, that
show's audience is 11 percent

lower than "The Parkers," which
aired in its same time slot last
season.
"In all my years doing network television, I've never seen
a group of six shows come down
in a group like this," said
Viacom Co-Chairman and CBS
chief Leslie Moonves, who
oversees UPN's programming.
(UPN is owned by Viacom.)
None of the comedies are yet
threatened by cancellation. But
in the television business, lower
ratings mean lower advertising
revenue, and network executives
rarely have much patience for
that.
Two of the programs,
"Girlfriends" and "Half &

II Movies ...
From 2C
tation of the novel about a Japanese madame;
Roman Polanski's -Oliver Twist," featuring Ben
Kingsley as Fagin in a new take on Charles
Dickens' adventure of the orphan boy; "The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe," based on C.S. Lewis' fantasy classic
of children whisked to an oppressed land; and
"The Pink Panther," with Steve Martin taking on
Peter Sellers' role as bumbling Inspector
Clouse,au.
Also, "Chicken Little," an animated tale about
the poultry prankster who proclaimed the sky is
falling; "Walk the Line," starring Joaquin Phoenix
as country-music legend Johnny Cash; Terry
Gilliam's "The Brothers Grimm," with Matt
Damon and HeatlrLedger playing the 19th century fairy-tale spinners as con Men peddling their
services as monster fighters; "All the King's
Men." starring Sean Penn in an update of Robert
Penn Warren's novel about a political kingfish;
"Rent," adapted from the stage hit of artists struggling against poverty and AIDS; "Wallace &
Gromit," an animated comedy about the cheeseloving dweeh and his dog from the British short

Half," were nominated for
NAACP Image Awards for best
'cornedy on Wednesday.
CBS researchers suspect a
change in Nielsen's methodology is to blame. The company has
changed its pool of participating
families to label more-citizens of
Caribbean island descent as
primarily
They're
black.
Spanish-speaking and often
have different viewing habits
than American-born blacks, said
David Poltrack, CBS' top
researcher.
"The composition of black
viewers in the Nielsen sample
has changed," he said. "I'm not
saying it's right or wrong. It's
different."

films; and of course, Jackson's take on "King
Kong."
Andy Serkis, who provided the voice and body
for the computer-enhanced Gollum in Jackson's
"The Lord of the Rings," is handling similar duties
as Kong. Serkis' motions will be the basis for the
computer-generated final images of the gigantic
ape.
Having Serkis on set has been a great help for
Watts as she re-creates the role originated by Fay
Wray as the object of King Kong's affections, the
actress said.
"It's wonderful having a pair of eyes to look
at," Watts said. "Andy Serkis is there, and they're
filming him at exactly the same time as they're
filming me, so everything is in sync in terms of
our reactions and connections together.
"He's got a special suit on, not like a hairy
gorilla suit, but it's a thing that pads out his body,
gives him posture and big teeth, and he's hooked
up an audio system so his voice carries around the
whole stage. He's studied and prepared so well
that I forget I'm actually looking at Andy Serkis.
Other than the size, everything seems as it should
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Cambers
Appliance Parte
Went To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appirancm
Proms Furnishings
Antigun
Lawn & Garden

110 Fano bpdament
116 Huey lipWwwire
200 Sprat lipiperwit
210 Rowed
220
260 Moblb Home Lob For Sale
270 Mob* Homes For Sala
290 Mobile Homes For Rent
265 Mobile Moms Lots For Rant
300 maims Rented
320 Apertments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rant
340 Houses For Rant
360 Sloragir Rentals
370 Commercial Property
390 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
110 Public Sete
425 Lend For Rent of Lasso
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CLASSIFIEDS
Reel MO
WO Properly
Lob For SW
Lob Fir Rent
Farms For SW
Acme*
Homes For Sete
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Soot
Valliclaa
Used Can
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
%Ws & Nobs
Services Cillwed
Free Column
Tobacco A Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
17.75 Colunui Inch, 60`i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Runt.
Riot Wynn,' o Dan Prnua

$100 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE IQIIR LINE AD Alg2 II WILL APPEAR 4.1S
ME WEBS1TE AT tip EXTRA CHARGE,
Ns i

\I)'-'

:.25 irst •ay - 20 woe. or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
1300 extra lot Shopper !Mon. Clasibecis go into Shoppmg Uncle)62,50 ettra for blind bin ad,
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax:'753-1927
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RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
c4„,, Mon-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-2
FHC Cumberland Hall
Job Opportunities (Hopkinsville, KY)
Registered Nurse: Positions available on acute inpatient units,
prefer minimum of one year's experience working with children,
adolescents, and adults. Position also available in residential treatment facility, prefer minimum of one year's experience in a mental
health or residential setting working with adolescents. Current
license to practice as an RN in KY required. Sign-on bonus availHours 44-F 9-5 p.m., 9-12 Sat., By Appt After Hours
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 miles S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor Tn. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728
1..i (>IIICL ml

STEVE VIDMER
Cieneral Practice ill Lam Including:

Therapist: Delivers therapy services to patients and families
to resolve emotional, behavioral, or interpersonal problems.
Minimum of Master's degree in psychology, social work, or professional counseling, experience in an inpatient setting preferred.
Mental Health Technician/Residential Care Worker: Direct
care position. High school diploma 'required, minimum requirement of six months experience in healthcare/mental health setting
working with children, adolescents, and adults, education may substitute for experience.

R VSKRUPTUI•
In% OKULIXISTODV/SCPPORT

(luxiiisAuruti-Tiouti
tiu:nsoNiAi. Nil'RV

753-1752

Mental Health Associate: Working in a residential setting with
adolescent males, position is a direct care/supervisory position.
Bachelors degree. kr five (5) years experience, with two years of
supers isoty experience and a CN1T CMA KY certification.

!Ills Is V's Nl)N I R Is! \II •

010
Legal
Notice

BIDS FOR
LAWN CARE
at South
Pleasant
Grove Church
More Info
Call
492-8134 or
492-8377

COMBOS'?
We ve
always had them
Sandra D's Diner. 94 E
293-3816

WE HAVE
A NEW
CONSISTENCY
SPECIAL!
. •
I month for SI-"4
iinclutk,die Shopper
run&

LAl.1.111.1,111t 11 Lif
75:L•1914
DO YOU like Southem
Gospel'?
Gant*,
Concert in Nasrivrlie
Travel with friends'
Friday. March 11, leave
Murray 3P1o1 Return
about 1.30A1.4 Concert
ticket $32 75 (great
seats!) Transportation
(Charter: 55 passenger
coach): $12.25. Total
for ticket and transportation, $45. First
come, first served. Call
753-5957.
MSU graduate offering
Spanish classes. For
more info., please call
'59-3879

Check us out
on the Web!
mfor.morraytedgeLcom

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
THE Shed Cafe featuring Friday Seafood
Buffet $9 95/ person
Fnday 8 Saturday night
featuring live entertainment and dancing $6/
person, kids welcome
For more information
caN 437-4283

FHC Cumberland Hall
Attn: Human Resources
210 West 17th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Fax 270-886-1335

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTIFIED
NURSING
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN
Contact Anita 731-2473205 EOE
BOOKKEEPER/DECORATING. Experience
helpful Retail sales
Full time
position
Please contact at 7594979
BOOKKEEPER/INSUR
ANCE clerk needed for
busy medical practice
Salary and benefits
competitive
Send
resume to P.O Box
•04r.)-E Murray. KY
42071
EARN cash while at
mime Phone stoles a
•raist Call 226-9600
•xiay 12 OOPM to
500P/A

FULL-TIME parts person for Lawn 8
Garden department.
Apply in person at
Murray Home 8 Auto,
976 Chestnut St,
Murray.
GRAPHIC DESIGNER.
Quark,.
Photoshop,
Illustrator Copywriting
helpful
experience
Fultnime- salary- Plus
benefits Send resume
or apply at Automated
Direct Mail 87 Spruce
St Suite B Murray, KY
42071
Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred
phone
calls
No
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn.
Murray, KY
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work week
ends. Apply at Sonic
Drive4n, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.

xl!C...k

Positions Available in Dyersburg, Paris. &
Jackson. TN
Masters or Bachelors - Social Services
• Home Based Counselor - MLFC06
Check out our webpage for job descriptions
& other positions:
www.youthvillages.org
Send resume w/job code:
Youth Villages ML 2-12
Fax: 19011 252-7280
Email: recruiting.dept@youthsillages.org
EOE

RECEPTIONIST FOR BUSY
MEDICAL OFFICE.
If you are energetic, possess a strong customer service mentality, have excellent
receptionist skills, and are looking for a job
in a- fast paced but friendly work environment, then we are looking for you. Please
send or bring 3tur resume to the address
below. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
We offer competitive salaries, medical coverage, life insurance, and a 40IK plan
unmatched in this area.
Murray Women's Clinic
305 S. 8th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Opportunity Employer

CMA/CN full time 2 p.m.-10 p.m. Prefer exp.
hut will train, need individual who enjoys working with the elderly. pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person only.

T. C,. , . .; I.:

rii-Grrace
1,1 .1

1505 Stadium iesv Drise
FOE

Cloted
evet A

13339
64I\.
Puryear, TN

Immediate opening for sales.
Experience in furniture and
flooring preferred. Pa commensurate ‘‘ ith experience. Appl in
person hemeen lOAM and 2PM.
Monday through Friday.

LEGAL secretary post
tion. Dictation and
computer
skills
required_ Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with experience and abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071
MECHANIC needed.
Must have brake &
chassis experience.
Alignment knowledge
helpful. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-H.
Murray, KY 42071 MEDICAUSURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the nght people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech.
Our business office
needs an experienced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. If you'd
like to join our team.
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
seeking
Customer/
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins..
18 paid days off/ yr,
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale@
or
powerclaim.com
Hawkins
Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071

To patient care.
To our employees.

PHARMACISTS
Full & Part-Time)
Opportunities available in Paducah,KY
• Incentives are Available •
Experience a pharmacy built & run by pharmacists.
One that understands the challenges involved in
quality patient care. That is committed to constant
innovation and to finding solutions so that you have
more time with patients
and a better work
environment for yourself...Walgreens.
We'll provide you with solutions that automate
routine tasks and help organize your work Online
tools that give you access to Clinical Pharmacology
3rd-party resources and reference materials. All this
plus the competitive salaries8 benefits(including our
innovative stock purchase stock option program and
one of the leading retail industry's profit sharing
plans). Compare the facts. Then come Join us in
delivering the quality patient-care that has made ut,
the leader in retail pharmacy
If you are interested please contact JOE. Burton Pharmacy Supervisor at.615-833 4898.0r send your
resume to: Walgreens District Office. 417 Welshwood
Dr., 1310. Nashville, TN 37211 Fax: 16151 8325933.
Email:goe.burton walgreens.com

OWN a computer? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7.500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldvnde.com
PAPA John's Pizza in
Murray is now accepting applications for a
full time assistant manager. Maximum 40
hour, 5 day work week.
Must be available days,
evenings and weekends Restaurant experience helpful, management experience
necessary. Applications
can be picked up at the
Murray location on N
12th St.
RECEPTIONIST needed for busy medical
practice Salary and
benefits competitive
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray.
KY 42071.

14zeo4.
10.)447,
AS tar AN YOU landflf fir

Hs Wanted

gro

Walgreens.comkareers
We welcome individuals if diverse talents and bat kgratir,'
Wakpeeris promotes and cupporti a drug free workplace E

mr
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1011111VILLAGES

E0E/AA/M/F/D/V/I)RUG FREE EMPLOYER

9
ournininiiiwiw-

753-8501

No phone calls please!

FT Flec.epbonist for
Aan
peitsroffice.
excellent
Riaourres
communication
and
muttitasking
skills
Send resume with references to P.O.Box
1040-F. Murray. KY
42071
FULL time tire technician with mechanical
abilities. Apply in person at Economy Tire
203 Main St . Murray

641N. 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

Counseling

Pagliai's Italian Restaurant is accepting applications for servers for nights
and weekends. All applicants must
apply at Pagliai's. 970 Chestnut St.
Murray. No phone calls accepted.
06u

ArtiC1911
For SW
FLEAMarket/Trade
Day Sat's beginning
Feb-19. Booths for
rent- indoors or out.
oldsedaliaschoolcorn
(270)247-8563
(270)247-8085
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system. Get
the newest technology
with
HD & DVR
receivers. America's
Top 60 w/ local networks only $31.99 per
month. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service*
through satellite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

Dmers

New Pay P%I( - 115475!

plan and a competitive
benefit package.
resume
to:
Send
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071,

Earn Up To

46c/mi
+ Swat Actessonal Pay
GET SWIFT STRONG
ca a ched, out the
CHANGES A be a pert of one
ol Sue mod aggressive pay
ex:remes tilt. rdustryt Many
Dyson to suit you & your
hornetme needs

SWIFT
TRANSPORTAT1ON

Housecleaning
D'S
753-3802

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
TERMITE
&
Pest
On site service.
Control Technician. Will
759.3556
training.
provide
Please contact Scott
11111
Vhird lo Buy
Pest Control at 270- [
437-4944
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
VINYL sign design/layWe buy 1 or all Cal
out person needed
Larry at 753-3633
Experience a must
Call 435-4773
WE LOVE POSMVE
ATTITUDES!
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with supenor people skills. As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers primarily by telephone
and Internet from our
Murray office.
Combine your upbeat
attitude, exceptional
phone and people skills
with our selling tools for
a rewarding career in
sales. Phone sales
experience a plus.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times
270)7ri1 191;

160
Nome Furnishings
8 ft
pool
table
Brunswick
solid
mahogany. Must be
moved by March 1st.
436-5613 after 5PM.
BLUE electnc lift chair,
like new condition.
$300 0130. 753-4510
CHERRY dining room
table with 6 chairs. Call
753-1772

BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
PRE 1946 postcards,
photos, coins, jewelry.
753-6793
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

1994 LN 9000 dump
truck. Single axle,
Cummings motor, 7
speed, very nice truck.
$14,000. 293-9569
210
Flrewad
SEASONED firewood,
$40 a rick delivered.
527-8368

14X70 Mobile home
good condition, all new
appliances, can be left
on lot. $6,250. 4362619 after 4:00p.m.
1986
Buccaneer
14x62. 2BR, 2BA.
Good condition, pnced
to sell. Call 759-1567
or 293-5.112
1998
Buccaneer
deluxe. 16x80 3BR, 2
bath, extremely Steen
(270)489-2525
'97 American 14x60.
C/H/A, sharp. Will pay
sales lax & put it in
your name for $8,695.
437-4465

4X6 utility trailer, excellent condition $450
(270)753-2434

AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
ALL 2004
SINGLEWIDES
DOUBLEWIDESI
Land/home packages
available!
731-584-9429

AVON
Independent
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900

DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace,
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731.5849429

Arliclas

Foci&

FORA
Apanr
16th S
applic
startini
2br to
rent Si,
753-1,
Messa

LI1
Nev
1
2
.--5
St OC
for qu
01

Call t

2BR. $275. 753-6012

NEW
$700
293-5

'92 2BR 1.4x60 & '96
2BR 14x56, C/H/A.
With approved credit
Call 437-4465

TV'S
20"-65" HD televisionsJVC, RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
stands, entertainment
centers,
surround
sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite, 500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY and check
out all our selection.

EXTR)
apt 3E
garage
tion

2BR country, large
yard. references 7591837

buildings,
STEEL
garages, storage, leanto's, carports. K&R
Mower Service: 7599831

i

1-800-231-5209 EOE
ewe Switarucaungken com

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

2BR, 1BA 6 miles
south of Murray 270226-9219

lig
l
i
avy Equipment

MA & Pa tumkey oper
ation under $20,000
978-0742 or 978-1400

GET YOUR
NEW
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429

LARGE Cress ceramic
kiln, like new. $300
Call 753-8823

Help Woad
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $.3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F gam-lpm only' 1800-578-8799

BLOOD River on KY
Lake. near Crappie
Hollow. 3 bedroom, 2
full bath, TLR 1989. like
new. Completely furnished with appliances,
carport, storage building on 2 full lots. 5/8
acre. Circle drive just
blocks from boat ramp
in Panorama Shores.
near Murray, KY. Best
fishing you can find!
$39,500 or OBO. 1270-436-2388

EXCEF
nice, la
apartm
ancesi
er/drye
side Sti
Locatic
SASS o

LOTS for rent
9866

753

1

palmants
Fat Rai
11F
l

1 bedroom apts. $250'
$350 per month. 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included $410
per month. 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

NEW
2BR,
ancel
C/H/A
mo.
7534

1,2
WE

APO

so

We
PI

TOD

ONE
dies,
753-

RE

1, 2 & 38R apts. available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221.
lbr apartment, furnished and all utilities
paid
Downtown, no
pets. $265/Mo Call. ,
767-9562
1BR apt available all
appliances furnished
Mum-Cal Realty 7534444
1BR apt, 1.5 blocks
from university. $225
753-5992
1BR
furnished,
$225/mo. $100 dep.,
no
pets (270)7533139
1BR, 1 bath.. W&D,
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325
1
month free. 759-8780
1BR, quiet- neighborhood, some utilities
paid, no pets. $240 per
month. 767-9037
1BR-4BR apartments:
Ask about move in free,
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information
(270)7538407_
2BR duplex, carport,
outside storage, refrigerator, stove & dishwasher, heat pump
system,
no
pets.
deposit
required,
$450/mo. Call 7533778 or (731845-6625
2BR. $375/mo. Across
from
Murray
Elementary
Center.
753-8096
4 bedroom house. 1,2.
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

SMA
plus
cam
pets

TW(
alk

1/2
ver$.
Blvc
100I
lam
offk
425

CLASSIFIEDS

NIurray Ledger & Tinies

KENTUCKY LAKE

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

Quarter Horse for sale
11 year old strong geld
ing. experienced trai
horse 2 year old small
bay philly, green broke,
293-1093
sweet.
Kirksey.

33 al" 3

1459I.Rd.
Niw Cancan& KY 42•74
270-436-5496

AC
IBA.
2BR,
propane, stove, thdge
wd hookup, $460 pe
month. $400 deposit
pets, 98 Nighthawk Dr.
42071. Buy $55,000
612-321-5536

I bedri.xxn apartment
Clean and nice.
all appliances including
W/D No pets
270-436-5496

3BR, 2BA includes
sunroom, fenced in
yard, covered patio,
$600/mo.
carport.
Available in March.
762-0991

J&L
RENTALS

NEL.
TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
270-753$125,000
4109. 270-227-1545

N Mayfield, very nice
building site, $14,000.
Empty lot faces north,
next to Fairlane &
Broadway. Call 910for
ask
866-4888
Sallie.

270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer, deck with outside storage. Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085

3BR, 2BA no pets.
Locust Grove area
$600 per month. 7670430

EXTRA nice duplex
apt 3BR, 2 bath, 2 car
garage. Westside loca
lion. $750 293-1440
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for 1br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
'753-8221
NEW 38R. 2BA duplex,
$700 per month. Call
293-5423.
NEWLY redecorated
2BR 1 bath, applifurnished.
ances
C1H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo deposrt. no pets
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood br
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
ONE bedroom, low utilities, no pets $225 mo.
753-3949

11

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL one room apt
plus bath, close to
No
campus. $140
pets 753-5980
TWO nice 2 bedroom
apt. 270-753-5731

1/2 block from the university, 1304 Olive
Blvd. 5BR, 48A, living
room, dining room,
family room, laundry,
office. $875. 573-3344251

MOVING CO.

LOCATED at 6353 St.
RI 121S, 1-2/3 acres,
tanks,
septic
2
$17,500. 489-2296

in
2BR
SMALL
Panorama $240 per
month. 753-0095 and
978-0742.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

NEW 0 penny, 10'x15'
units 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1.500 sq ft. shop o
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see,
ka-F 7:30AM - 5:00PM
OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to suit.
space.
Warehouse
storage space, retail
space. Call Larry at
752-0813

Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
convenient
location right off
court square. Call

753-4529

270-753-2442

1998 Yamaha YZ 80,
condition,
great
$1,500. 437-4001

3 Bedroom, 3 Bath.
Ceilings,
Cathedral
two-sided ventless gas
fireplace, built in '96,
Southwest area. 7599541

'98 Ford Windsta
condition,
excellent
well maintained, must
see to appreciate,
172.xxx miles. $2.000
price negotiable. 270853-5419, 731-7823128.

02 Lexus LX470, 4x4
pearl white, fully loaded
navigation,
with
Levinson stereo. two
DVD players, 70,000
miles. $39,500. Call
753-8823
1991 Chevrolet Blazer,
full size, 350, 4WD. 1731-446-6259
Used Cws
2000 BMW 323i black
w/ tan leather. 63,000
miles, $19.000. 270705-1299
2000 Ford Taurus
Wagon. 80,000 miles,
$6,000 OBO. 270-2102050
'98 Pontiac Grand Prix,
$4,300 270-293-4375

3BR, 2.5BA, vaulted
ceiling, great room,
privacy
fireplace.
fence, patio, deck,
interior.
immaculate
$120,000. 404 Camelot
Dr. 436-2994

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

LOCATED at 9909 St
RI. 121N, 313R, 2 bath,
1.5 acres $69,500
4.89-2296

390
Livestock & Supplies
11 month old bull
Black with white face,
very healthy. $950
293-9569

.oU0+ sqr It. at 29 & 26 gauge in stock

David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

14100409-9064• 270-247-8S44

board will

in the Shopping Guide and Wednesday.
iltrun
is
* No refunds for early cancellation. Deadline
Friday at 11 AM.

CO Jill or Julie at 753-1916

SURAY fishing boat
17ft, 85 HP motor,
depth finders. $2,500
437-4001
89 Bass track 40hp
trolling motor, garage
kept $3,200 436-2619
after 4:00p m

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work

D.G. Landscaping &
Nursery 7884 94W
*Mulching
*Fertilization
*Trimming
*Parking lot sweeping
*Bedding & vegetable
plants
435-4431

(270)753-1713
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS Rooting Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and
Quality
Remodeling
Work Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience
Waiters 753-2592

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

Hudson
LAYTON
hauling & backhoe
753-4545. 492-6265

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

NEED help moving')
Experienced, referrals.
free estimates. 270703-2942

T&K Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates_ (270)7051075. (270)705-0317

Call us we will be
glad to help.

Interior
PAINTING
color changes 'and
repaints. No lob too
small. Free estimates.
767-9037

Murray Ledger &
Times

270-753-1916

tiy Jacqueline Bigar
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
follow their suggestions. Tonight:
***** Seek out new ways of
Happy at home.
thinking, and apply them to your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
daily and professional lives.
and
d
starry-eye
***** You're
You'll gain as a result. Share
full of energy. Others seem to be
your feelings with those who
able to really "get" your strong
understand you. Expect delight
and
dream
a
Share
intentions.
to surround a decision. Tonight:
prepare to make it a reality. Use
your magnetism to melt barriers. Put on a favorite piece of music.
Don't hesitate. The time is now. LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have only the best
Tonight: Ask.
intentions. As a result, you find
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Know when to hole up in. that a relationship or partnership
your office, home or mind. is blooming. Finally working in
unison is a relief. Know that
Others simply might be too selfnothing is impossible. Where
involved to weave themselves
you hit a roadblock you can also
into your plans. Hop on the comfind a solution. Tonight: Quality
puter or get on the phone to seek
time with an associate.
out facts and experts. Let your
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
imagination spin in new directions. Tonight: Curl up with a ***** Others touch base with
you. As a result, you'll have your
good book. Tomorrow is another
share of choices. Your mind
day.
could drift to many personal matCANCER (June 21-July 22)
ters. W-careful not to get
***** Knowing what you
involved with anything that
want is instrumental to getting
demands 100 percent\concenjust that. Your focus and an
tration. Tonight: Anchor i
unusually creative associate
combine to make money and/or SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22.,Dec.
help you realize a key goal. Do 21)
nothing halfway. Tonight: Where **** Pace yourself. You have
unusual ideas, but implementing
the gang is.
them could take a lot. Verbalizing
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
your concepts in a way that oth**** You've put someone on
ers can understand could be a
a pedestal. You have also
problem. Emphasize functionalidonned rose-colored shades
ty. Tonight: Take care of the
Responsibilities tumble on you
basics.
whether you want them or not.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
The quality of your job and/or
public commitments draw com- ***** Others hit a roadblock.
You skip right over it. Your ability
pliments. Tonight: Out late.
to get past problems reaches a
Responsibilities still call.

•L- ."-
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• •

•.

31Le eala2 =tacit/
715 B S. 1211e St.(Aaoss from Food Goan)
SO Dark

new level. Use care when and it
get
funds
personal
your
involved. Don't give an answer
immediately. Tonight: Let your
libido race.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others find you to be
inspired. Your ideas and imag,
nation flow right into whateve!
arena you are working in DeaJ
with the basics, and don't let an
important responsibility slip to
the back burner. Anchor in
Tonight: Happy at home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Use your unusual intuitive abilities in your daily conversations and dealings. You might
even know who is going to call
before the phone nngs. Use your
lunchtime for a break to recenter
Take a walk. Tonight: Hang out.
BORN TODAY
Labor leader Jimmy Hoffa
(1913), comedian Jack Benny
(1894). football player Jeff
Graham (1969)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.iacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Subscribe
& EYEWEAR

(OLYMPIC PLAZA- MURRAY)

ter Us getP W/711 tr Ilal
•Gies•Food•Polly Supplies

(oanct Lenses
seempreetssive Enos for Glasses &
stir Maltese
Sado etDesigmer Frames and Settgiram
Issentace Accepted

drio

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

Ak

Ward-Elkins

L&J Property Services
mainte-Household
nance
-Yard cleanups & tree
removal
-Painting/Staining
decks &
-Custom
fences
-Etc
Please call (270)9781194.(2700832-1446

mows Vows/ WI00/440

*sc
.
4114411
***
PSI

WE SERVICE

Rubbish
JUNK/
Romoval,Spring cleaning, clean out attics
garages, yard waste
etc (270)489-2583

CARPORTS Star:41g
at $675 installed kby
Hill (270)436-2113

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing. vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair. sagging floors.
1982 4x4 Chevy, new termite & water damtires.
350 good 33age. Larry Nimmo
good truck $1,500 (270)753-9372
or
Call 761-2547
(270)753-0353
FUTRELL'S Tree
'81 Chevy C-10 w/ 350
Service
big block, power everyremoval,
Trimming,
truck.
Good
thing.
stump grinding, fire$1.500. OBO 437wood. Insured. 4894939 or 493-6204
2839.

RESICOM
Contractors, LLC.
Residential &
Commercial repairs
remodels additions
Replacement windows
vinyl siding, decks
Insurance claims welcome 270-227-2115
270-436-5764

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors! shutters
•No lob too small
*Free estimates
753-8858

BUILDING or remodeling'? Go to
www CAMBRIAUSA co

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

•** .40 I. 4* *
• * •**** ft4*
* *111**•***
*•11**
•4

CA Metal Mali

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

VV

#1 &02*violable in most color.

&Motors

Valentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100!

Take advantage of our cool winter
specials!

*AL*
*VI' 20 words maximum. The bulletin

.Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobik Homes
•Bnek •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Avadable
•We Use Ho( Water Waiting Lots & Dnveways

04 Silverado Z71, 3/4
ton. 4x4. white, 17,000
miles, OnStar, Bose
system $23,000 Call
753-8823

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Your determination permits new opportunities to knock
on your door. Making money and
building security grab the Ram's
attention. In this frame of mind,
reaching a goal becomes a
strong possibility. Friends and/or
co-workers pave the way. Simply

LOVELY brick home. 3
bedroom. 2 bath, 3 car
garage, built in 2003.
Martin
in
Located
Heights. By appointment only. 759-4166 or
293-1440

-** Get a space on our Winter Service
Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
q3i!
months for $175.

ealler by 11 &at IA
odd ap next du,.

Specialize in Cleaning"

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS, New
Roofs, all types 29
1993 Chevrolet Lumina
years experience Call
Van, sport edition. V6,'
Carters
auto, power window &
AFFORDABLE
A-1
door locks. cruise
HAULING all around
$1.300 270-556-7690
clean-up, gutters. tree
work. 436-2867
500
A-1 Stump Removal
Used Trucks
437-3044

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Monday, Feb. 14, 2005:
Zero in and anchor more on your
3BR, 2BA House, $750 home and personal life this year.
will You come from a centered space
owner
down,
finance, located on and want a more solid reflection
Row.
Govenors
of this mindset than in the past.
Shores
Panorama
and home add a new
Family
area. Call Dennis 0 1level of security. Many of you
800-825-6070.
will purchase a home or make a
4BR, 2 bath with 2-3/4
major investment in real estate.
for
off
Fenced
acres.
In many ways.
horses. Priced in the You will gain.
60's. 298 Van Cleave you feel inspired and unusually
creative. If you are single, your
Rd. Call 293-9440
will come into
CHARMING 3BR, 1BA nesting instinct
home, C/H/A, new play in your relationship choicmetal roof on 1.5 acres, es. You want a roommate as well
located 2 mi. west of as a lover. If you are attached.
Murray. Call 293-1040
together you will increase the
Lakeview quality of your domestic life and
CONDO.
model. Great view from
personal bond, which become
balcony or MBR, 2BR, high priorities this year. TAU2BA. 3rd floor w/ eleva- RUS understands you better
t6r. Furnished w/ everythan you think.
thing good. Call for
more into or brochure.
the Kind of
10 minutes to MSU. The Stars Show
Private party. 270-759- Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
0394. $129,500
1-Difficult
brick
IMMACULATE
ranch on 4 acres, 3BR,
2BA, 2 car attached
garage. New 3 car
detached garage plus
additional building. 3
miles from Murray.
$149,900. 753-0194

Aow wattafactute Du .

Horoscopes

AE SEE THE
••*. CO)•
▪ BLIZ,Z,ARD OF
SAVINS IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS!

.**
,thr

'95 Toyota Camry 4
door, 4 cylinder 4362686

01' Dyna, H D 9,500
miles lots of extras
270-759$15,000
9541

**A*
41*
4.4-0** ***VAC
*it "

ale

1998 Pontiac SunNe 4
door, red, auto, power.
good condition. $2,595
0130. 753-1308
'96 Mazda Protege,
$1350 OB0,, Runs
good, low gas mileage
Good work or first
car 761-3128

NICE 38R IBA with
garage on large lot in
Puryear by owner
(731)247$75,000
5648

28R. IBA. 950 sq.ft.
1.5ac, $55,000. Rent
$460 per month. 98
Nighthawk Dr., 42071.
615-321-5536

6 month old male Pug
for sale $300 7532780

*

Used Cars

MARSHALL Co 5 ma)
to Lake, 3-4- acres al
fenced, 2 or 3 bed
room, barn, tracto
shed, tool shed, several other out buildings.
$60,000. Call after
5:00PM 270-354-8665

*.*******.°

*
4
.
.

iNgs

Noses For Sas

vertical
with
2BR
duplex behind. Grea
investment. $65,000.
270-753-4109, 270227-1545

"We

I ,

Roofing, Metal

David's Cleaning
Services

RYAN FLOTA

MIMI I 1601111

15 fenced acres. Nice
neighborhood. 5 minMurray.
utes from
753-1940,
$60,000.
leave message. or 9780523

',Inn'11,0

KIPSIGNMENT SALE
IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
- MAYFIELD
Feb.18 & 19 Drop Off
Feb.22 - 25•Slapping Plaza

* Murray clothing pick-up aN ailable" *

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed
Money & clothing readyfor pick up at end of !colt. --no wattsn'

PC DOCTOR
Computer Solutions
I'm Seca
Mo6t Major
f3rands of New
& Used Tires
In Stock!
401 N. 4th St.• Murray•762-0000
-Mon.- Fri. 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m • Sat.8 a.m.- Noon
Owes:kAlchael Cam • Richard PSG*• Herbie Taber.

PADUCAH
March 4 & 5 Drop Off
March 8 - 18 • Gems - Lone Oak Rd

SfarVICAILILOffitted
*louse Calls
*Component Upgrades
•Software Upgrades
•RePahr
•Speed Increases
*General maintenance
*lame Networks Installed & Se!
-Virus Removal
•Custom Built Computers
*System & Network ConsultiN

PC DOCTOR • Marry
th•_pcdostorechartor.not • 270-226-9577

Old friend addicted to pain
killers is driven to extremes

Pain-free
at the end
DEAR DR. GO'17: I read
your column religiously and
enjoy it very much. I was
especially fascinated by the
on
series
end-of-life
issues. At
80 years of
age, I am
not afraid of
death, but I
am petrified
at the posalei,411 sibility of
Dr. Gott terminal
suffering.
wish
and
By
more
that
Gott
Dr Peter
doctors
v.ere interested in comfort and
dignity for their terminal
patients. 1,just hope and pray
that, at the end. I'll have a
caring a compassionate physician.
My. husband died at home
three years ago of advanced
melanoma. He had surgery and
chemotherapy and was alert
and pain-free at the end. He
simply looked up at me one
day (while I was holding his
hand) and stopped breathing.
DEAR READER: Amen to
what you v. rote.
As one of my cancer patients
put it: "I don't mind the dying.
Doc; it's the getting there that's
rough.I ha\ e never forgotten that
comment. which I heard the first
year I was in practice almost
40 years ago. and it has helped
me enormously in developing
an attitude of caring about
patients' quality of DEATH.
as well as their quality of
LIFE.
Doctors don't have to engage
in assisted suicide to accomplish this goal. But they do
have to commit themselves to
making terminal patients as
comfortable and pain-free as
possible.
Because you are interested
in this topic. I am sending
you a copy of my brand-new
book. "Live Longer. Live Bet-

Murray Ledger &
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ter," which addresses end-oflife issues as well as an extensive collection of diseases that
can affect us in the "over 50"
set. Other readers who would
like • to purchase copies can
order them 'through Quill Driver Books (www.quilldriverbooks.com); (800) 605-7176:
1831 Industrial Way, Suite
#10I, Sanger, CA 93657.
DEAR DR. GOT': I am
a 64-year-old male with a heartstrain because of emphysema.
Along with several other med-s
ications, I take Coumadin to
prevent a stroke.
Next year, I will go on
Medicare and will no longer
have private insurance to cover
the cost of prescriptions. This
will be a real financial burden, so I need to cut back.
For instance, could I take
Coumadin every other day and
alternate with aspirin?
DEAR READER: Warfarin
(generic Coumadin) is quite
inexpensive, so I suggest that
you check with your doctor
about modifying your other
meds. which are more expensive. Cutting your dosage of
Coumadin will probably severely hamper its effectiveness, with
or without aspirin. So. from a
health standpoint, you will do
better by focusing on your
other drugs. Raise this issue
with your physician and follow his advice.
Copyright 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott.,.they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave..
4th fi.. New York, NY 10016.
However, if readers want to
request a newsletter, they
should write to- the Ohio
address.

My husband. "Frank," thinks
DEAR ABBY: I am 40 years
is no big deal, but for
this
friend
close
a
have
old and
whom I have known since ele- me the fact that Fritz is lookmentary school. She has been ing me in the eye and lying
married for many years and to me is very serious. If he's
has a beau- lying about this small issue at
tiful home 10, what will he be doing in
and family. five years? How can I ever
Abby, be sure he's telling the truth?
There are many other issues
my friend is
addicted to involving our children where
painkillers. Frank refuses to back me up.
She will cut I'm ready to throw in the towel
herself or and leave him to deal with it
burn herself all. I'm exhausted and can't fight
Dear Abby just so she it anymore. I'm afraid to even
can go to the suggest family therapy. Frank
ER to get would never be physically abuBy Abigail
pills. She sive, but I'm afraid that he
Van Buren
goes to dif- would just shut down emoferent hospitals and urgent care tionally. The only thing we have
going for us is that he's a
centers each time.
I have an ongoing medical great dad. Take that away, and
condition, and she has begged I'm afraid we will fall apart
WORN OUT
me for my pills (which I need). completely.
NIA
CALIFOR
IN
me
from
them
buy
to
offered
DEAR WORN OUT: Under
and become irate when I
circumstances must you tolno
me
told
has
even
She
refused.
that she offers to pay for other erate your son lying to you.
people's prescriptions if they'll Tell him you ace going to
check on his story. and if it
give her half their pills.
turns out to be untrue, you
damper
This is putting a
on our friendship, and I'm not will be forced to punish him.
sure what to do. Your thoughts. Give him a chance to own
please. -- WORRIED IN up. If he comes clean -- could
it be he doesn't like milk? -WICHITA
DEAR WORRIED: Your do not punish him. If he confriend is a prescription drug tinues to lie, then you must
:
addict. She will need profes- take away enough of his priv
sional help to kick that habit, lieges that he will forevermore
and possibly a support group remember the penalty for lying.
P.S. Please wake up to the
thereafter. The kindest thing
that "great dads" do not
fact
tell
to
is
her
for
you could do
her husband what you have turn a blind eye when their
told me. so he can alert her children lie or misbehave. Nor
doctor and find help for her., do they fail to back their
spouse wh'en it comes to disDEAR ABBY: My 10-year- cipline, hoping to make themold son. "Fritz," is lying to selves look good at the other's
me. He is given 2.5 cents every expense. If all that's holding
school day for milk at lunch. your marriage together is the
Lately. I have been finding illusion that your husband is
this money in his pocket when a great dad, you two are in
'I do laundry. When I .asked serious trouble.
my son. about Jt. Fritz looked
he eye and
me straight i
told me the pri of milk went
up to 35 ents last Septem- South dealer.
ber. I know for a fact this is Both Sides vulnerable.
NORTH
not true.

LooldngBack
10 years ago
Calloway County Lakers
won 56-46 and Lady Lakers lost
55-44 to Murray Teams in high
school basketball games. High
team scorers were Tyler Bohannon, Farrah Beach and Linda
Stubblefield for Lakers and
James Foster and Bonnie Payne
for Tigers.
20 years ago
More than 100 friends and
relatives attended a surprise
party for Max Hurt in celebration of his 86th birthday
held Feb. 11 at the Holiday
Inn.
30 years ago
O.B. Boone Jr. was awarded the coveted Silver Beaver
Award by the Four Rivers Boy
Scout Council at the council's
annual Scouter and Eagle
Appreciation dinner at Paducah.
40 years ago
Murray State College has
been granted $40,375 by the
U.S. Office of Education to conduct a Geography Institute for
High. School Teachers. Dr.
James Mathai of the social sciences department will be director.
50 years ago
The thermometer registered
a low of 10 above last night.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
urged caution to home heating plants as overheating of
stoves could cause a disastrous
fire.
60 years ago
Sgt. Newbern McCullar has
been reported killed in action
in France in World War II on
Jan. 19.
Soldiers reported wounded
in action this week are S-Sgt.
Galen E. Grant in Belgium Jan
15; Pfc. Charles D. Brewer
for the second time in Belgium Jan. IS: Pvt. Winfred
Farris for the second time in
Belgium Jan. 16.

ContractBridge

•A K Q 4
10 8 7 6 4 3
•8 52
•--• EAST
WEST
•9 6 3
46.1 10 8 5'
•—
V92
•10 7 6 ,
•A Q 4
4A K.()8 75 2
+1093
SOUTH
47 2
VAKQ.15
•K 9 3
4J 6 4
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
2+
1+
Pass
6
3+
2V
Opening lead — ten of clubs.

BailyComics
L_C31•11DI ECgt")
2

The bidding by the opponents
often helps declarer find the v; inning
line of play. 11 is not uncommon for
him to have a choice of several methods of play, and the final choice is
sometimes strongly influenced by
the bidding.
Consider this deal where South
was in six hearts and West led the ten
of clubs. Elad declarer followed the
line of least resistance, he would
have gone down one. Suppose he had
ruffed, drawn trumps, discarded a
diamond on a top spade and then led

41

CAir Hlro::Ea
HERE!
TAKE ICE PACKS'
TAKE METAfilUCIL"
TAKE ANTACIDS"

HERE
TAKE SOME FRUIT'
TAKE EXTRA SUNSCREEN!
TAKE HATS' TAKE A WARM SWEATER"
TAKE BUO REPELLANT

T.O. Turner has accepted
the chairmanship of the Calloway County Drive for Kentucky Society for Crippled Children, Katie Martin will be the
treasurer.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Edward Morris, Jan. 21; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Swofford, Jan. 26; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Avis Mitchuson, Jan.
28; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Parker, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Ray and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Orval Eldridge,
Jan. 30.
announced
Marriages
include Minnie Alice Bowen
to Pvt. Robert D. Craig, Jan,
27.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown
were married 50 years Jan, 28.
70 years ago
With 25,000 names already
in the office of Murray Cham-:
bet of Commerce. the chamber has issued an appeal for
all persons securing signers for
the Aurora Dam on the Tennessee River to send them in
at once, according to L.J.
Hortin, secretary of the chamber. The group hopes to get
40,000 names for the appeal
to send to authorities.
An average of $9.20 per
hundred weight was reported
for the sale of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market for
the season.
Richard Mills, 12, student
of Goshen School, was the
winner of the Calloway County Spelling Bee. His teacher was
Mable Hicks. Mills will enter
the Kentucky Spelling Bee in
Louisville during the meeting
of Kentucky Education Association in April. There were
21 entries in the County
Spelling Bee.

ildaylnllistorg

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Feb. 12,
the 43rd day of 2005. There
are 322 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in Hisa diamond toward the K-9. In that
tory:
case, he would have lost two diamond tricks as well as the slam.
On Feb. 12, 1809, AbraBut early in the play South
Lincoln. the 16th presiham
arriv ed at the "conclusion that West
dent of the United States, was
was far more likely to have the ace of
born in present-day Larue
diamonds than East. West's ten lead
was presumably his highest club,
County, Ky.
marking East with the A-K-Q. This
On this date:
'made West a strong favorite to have
In 1554. Lady Jane Grey,
the ace of diamonds for his threewho'd claimed the throne of
club bid.
According!), South ruffed the club
England for nine days. and
lead in dummy. played a heart to the
her husband. Guildford Dudjack, ruffed another club, played a
were beheaded after being
ley.
last
his
ruffed
and
queen
the
heart to
d for high treason.
condemne
A-K
the
cashed
club. When he next
of hearts, this became the position:
In 1909, the National AssoNorth
ciation for the Advancement
4AKQ4
of Colored People was found.
•8 5
ed.
East
West
Immaterial
In 1915, the cornerstone for
41 10 8 5
•A Q
the Lincoln Memorial was laid
in Washington.
South
In 1924, George Gershwin's
•7 2
5
"Rhapsody in Blue- premiered
•K 9 3
in New York.
South then led the five of hearts,
In 1968. "Soul on Ice" by
and •West, who could not sparea
Eldridge Cleaver was first pubspade, was forced to discard the
lished.
queen of diamonds. Declarer thereupon discarded a spade from dummy
In 1973. the first release
and led the diamond three. West had
American prisoners of war
of
king
South's
and
ace,
the
with
to win
the Vietnam conflict took
from
trick.
12th
became his
place.

k2(1051(ingfnatimSpurwarcinc.
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"INEPT'.. HERE

IT IS UNFIT,
AWKWARD, CLUMSY,
OR SUN6LING
•

1 Sausage herb
7 Cure herring
13 Hoity-torty
fhYPtlf
14 Slowly. in music
15 Old Sumenan
city
16 Broad-minded
18 Madame —
Barry
19 Iron, in the lab
21 Rat on
22 Dangerous
March date
24 — mater
26 Circus animal
28 Pnor to
29 Defense ploy
31 In the distance
33 Retirement
incuine
34 Lottengrin's
bride
36 Dovetails
38 Trucker's radio
40 Recedes
42 Ogles

45 Bumbler
47 Number
of Muses
49 Swedish auto
50 Fr. miss
52 Kinks' tune
54 Yes. in Baja
55 Peoria loc
56 Milwaukee
team
59 Veep's city
61 Butterfly
producer
63 Put in order
65 Attitude
66 Toward
the rudder
DOWN
Virus infection
Scolding
Fargo's st
Zero
Work for a
magazine
6 Price tag
in'
'Frankenste
7
monster

1
2
3
4
5

Answer to Previous Puzzle
III y4.
DOT HOME
CM
MAB ERA IVD 1
VISE
a subscription to the
MEADOn BELOW
I :limo orr
RAE TAD
LEDGEROUIMFS
HODY DilS SUNNI
MO K
NAP
ACE
Home Delivery
STEAMED BUENO
$23.00
3 mo.
PRO HUB
6
JOY0
RAD I 1
$87.00
I yr.
IMIIIA PAN AN I L
TIDE
EVE
NEAR
Local Mail
DALY PAY

[2A B Kum

2-12 C 2005 United Feature Syndicate Inc
8 Snake River
loc
9 Buddhist
language
10 Movie rating
11 Large ducks

3 mo.
6 mo.......
I yr.

$26.50

12 Awakens
17 Lamb's alias
20 Ontano
neighbor
Rest of KY/TN
23 Mal — rner
,Piar,eay. Fiu.chanan SNos,
24 Pub.
3 me.
$66.50
prosecutor
25 Proficient
1 yr.
—.5116.00
27 VAeid a harrrner
30 Paperback ID
32 Country addrs
Other Mail
35 ke's hometown
Subscriptions
37 Ebies watt
3 mo.
$71.50
38 Funnies
39 Vote
6 mo.
$811.00
41 Kind of leopard
1 yr.
$136.00
43 Vking. perturips
44 Antimony,
Check
Money Onier
in chern
46 Gulf st
• Visa
48 Ms Verdugo
I Name _
51 Poet's black
53 Son of Hera
I St. Address
57 Transport
I City
for Sinbad
58 Took a load off I State
Zip
60 News network
Daytime Ph.
62 West Coast at.
64 *Tao — Ching*
Mail this coupon with
payment to:
I

I

Murray Ledger & Thaw
P.O. Box 1010
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701753-1916
a

